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FINAL BANK DRIVE OPENS TOMORROW !

See# More Than Enough Vote# For Beer Referendum—

1
j

Volume 88.................... Number 70

FIRST NATIONAL DIRECTORS
Were Chosen Yesterday After Spirited Meeting In Temple

A personal letter from Com. D. W.
The actual campaign for stock subscription for the Knox County
Organized All the Counties
Hall—One Step Nearer
FuUer, US.N., enroute from Panama
Trust Company which is to succeed the Security Trust Company, will |
to San Diego to take over hls new
open at 9 o'clock tomorrow morning when the same teams which
The fact that less than 1400 signa a beer bill doesn't necessarily mean
command, contains a note or two
Subscribers to stock in thc First the progress of the bank, but it
canvassed for thc First National will go afield. General Chairman
that may be quoted.
National Bank of Rockland—numeri looks as though the incorporators
tures have been received in behalf of that we ought to," said Mr. Smith.
A C McLoon hopes that the $100,000 common stock and $50,000 sur
cally not a large group, but holding were going to select the directors.
_________________________________ "Eddie Cantor" (he writes) “with
a referendum on the Maine beer bill "As to the effect upon tourists: We
plus may be subscribed in less than three days.
many proxies—met in Temple hall Wc ought to be the ones to do that.”
M*«*«.*«*«*****«.||l part of hls family, managers, etc., is has no significance, according to Rev. believe that if Maine has beer some
Every detail of the Knox Trust Company proposition is fully an
will not come who have been accus
yesterday to select directors who
Mr. Crane: "The incorporators will
Z
Lost time ls never found again. X j
«11 V«Y luce P«>ple. I've
swered in the advertisement on Page Seven of this newspaper, and
Frederick W. Smith, superintendent tomed to coming, and we know of I
shall act for the proposed institution follow whatever list you select today.”
and what we call time enouglf *• been the Captain's guest at his table
additional information is carried on Page Three. You are urged to
An Inquiry from C. Clifton Lufkin
— always proves little enough.— »| all the trip—just the two of us—so of the Christian Civic League, who one tourist camp operator who is al
s.udy the "question and answer” columns on Page Seven before decid
was ln the city yesterday.
•W Franklin.
ready getting letters from some of hls
as to the names of the five incorpora
tonight
when
there
was
a
special
ing
on
the
amount
of
stock
you
may
wish
to
subscribe.
•••
“When we sent out the blanks," said patrons who say that he may cancel
tors brought the statement that they
Many depositors of the Security Trust Co. have already mailed in
dinner on board, with decorations,
j Supt. Smith, “it was with the under their reservations if Maine has beer. ]
were selected by Homer E Robinson
thelr subscription blanks. It is hoped others will follow and thus
paper hats, balloons and noise-rais
standing that they should be returned
TRANSFER SERVICE
ln hls capacity as contact man and
“As to the effect upon the election
epced up the work of the canvassers and further hasten the opening
ing gadgets, the Captain Invited Mr.
BAY OR LAND
June 20, whloh would provide nine of constitutional delegates—since tne
conservator. The men he named
of
the
new
bank
which
may
occur
by
July
first.
and Mrs Cantor and daughters to
To or from Summer Hopies
days for checking and tabulation to referendum cannot come until after
were Charles H. Berry. Edward C.
36 Foot Cruiser—All Facilities
join us, and I had a most Interesting
I correct possible errors. We know ol these delegates have been elected we
Payson, William D. Talbot, H. H.
DEEP SEA FISHING
evening.
I scores of petitions which carry 1000 fail to see how that could harm. The
Robinson and Kennedy Crane.
Capable Skipper—Make Reservations
"Mrs. Cantor had us autograph her names, each, and have not the slight
of V. P. HALL, Rockland
The meeting voted unanimously to
referendum will act as a preliminary
menu, and that started Eddie on the est doubt that we will secure more than
70-72
name 14 directors:. Upon motion of
skirmish to the real battle, and wUI
subject of autographs and what a thc 10,000 names necessary.
P. P. Bicknell the chair selected a
bring out weaknesses which wc should
nuisance it has become. He said they
"We find the people much befogged know about.
nominating committee, and Mr. Bick
Mn.
Bok
To
Receive
Net
Income
Of
Publishing
Interests,
played to an audience of 4700 in on the question," said Mr. Smith. “In
nell, C. H. Duff, Elmer B. Crockett.
"We claim that the Scates Revenue
Together With Houses and Yacht
CAMDEN
Richmond, and 4800 wanted his auto- the first place the daily newspapers Bill has unconstitutional features,
Ray E. Eaton and Alfred C. Hock
graph; and he added that autograph have given the impression that the among them the placing of exorbitant
ing were named. They returned the
NOW PLAYING
collectors are getting so that they’ll Maine Legislature specifically de license fees on manufacturers, and
following list: Foy W. Brown, Fred
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
The will of Cyrus H. K Curtis, Philadelphia, Rockport, Me., and
trade with each other, like this:
A. Carter, William T. Cobb, Kennedy
clared in favor of 3.2 per cent 'beer, wholesalers. So long as the provisions provides that hts vast publishing in Camdeh. Me., hls yacht and all fur
“‘I’ll give you 12 of Eddie Cantor whereas no percentage was named. of the soft drink law are complied
Crane, Edward F. Glover, Milton M.
terests sliall be placed ln trust, to be nishings are left to his daughter. In
for one of Bill Jones'."
Griffin, Benjamin H. Lincoln. Frank
Because Congress legalized the sale with they can sell anyhow.”
managed by seven trustees. No pub addition she is a receiver of any
ln
"However, after all this he gave of beer, and some States adopted lt.
McGuire, Edward C. Payson, Joseph
Supt. Smith said that the dry forces lic charities are provided for, the will residue after testamentary require
the Captain and me each an auto they do not see why Maine should j are trying to organize every county
W. Robinson. Homer E. Robinson,
explaining that he had taken care of ments are met.
William Sansom, Philip L. Smith,
graphed copy of his book, ‘My Life not. They repeat the statement fre for the election of constitutional con
The will also leaves $100,000 to each
such gifts during hls lifetime
with
William D. Talbot.
Is In Your Hands'—which was very quently heard as to the effect upon vention delegates. Knox County's
The trusteeship of his publishing of his stepdaughters, Alice P. Martin The presiding officer needed coolness
After considerable debate lt was
and parliamentary knowledge, and
good of him."
the summer tourist trade in case the quota is three.
Lyda Roberti
interests is to continue until the | and Helen P. Wells. Each of Mrs.
voted to adhere to the plan of hav
and the
Frank li. Ingraham had both
sale of beer is not legalized in Maine.
"We have strength enough to win death of the last survivor of hls Bok's children will receive $50,000 on
ing 14 directors, but upon motion of
Another group is afraid that the if we can get going," said he. "It has daughter and grandchildren. The i becoming 25 years of age.
Gorgeous Goldwyn Girls
Senator Albert C. Mclxxm nomina
referendum
will
work
harm
to
the
until
its
flrst
annual
meeting
in
been
20
years,
however,
since
there
Two Complete Shows Every Eve
daughter, Mary Louise Curtis Bok, is
Harriret L. Cutter of Pasadeni,
tions from the floor were made per
campaign against the repeal of the was a test vote, and some folks have to receive the net income during her j Calif., a sister of his late wife, is to January.
ning, Starting at 7.00 P M.
That French Word
No Increase In Prices!
Eighteenth Amendment.
The session ended harmoniously missible. The names suggested ln
either forgotten how to fight or have life and her children after Mrs. Bok's receive $10,000 and $5000 is willed to
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
70-lt
this connection were B. C. Perry and
"Because other States have passed no comprehension of the need for lt." death.
Mabel Leach Piper, a cousin of Mr. enough but there was a strong under
Will you please tell me the procurrent
of
feeliiv
which
occasionally
wlllls
Iot Rockland, Ernest
The will provides that his greatest Curtis,
| nunclation of "de luxe," and the aurose to thc surface in the form of Bawley of Tenant's Harbor and
holding,
the
Curtis
Publishing
Com-1
After
his
daugnter
and
each
of
her
IT WAS A BAD CRASH THOMASTON NATIONAL
: thority for the pronunciation.
L Pa'scal of R«*P°rt The
pany must be held intact unless there ! children die, the trust will bc broken | rather a spicy debate. Charges of
Thank You
“cut and dried" were openly made '
two hours, and te
The French editor of the staff tells Four Persons Were Injured Straightens a Misunderstand ls unanimous agreement among the up and the proceeds divided in equal as to the manner of selecting the di- 1 sulu“d ln thc cholce of bhose men “
CONVERTIBLE 14 pans. I COUPE
seven trustees to dispose of it. This : shares among such of his descendMileage leas than 6500; Special | us that the word's first syllable ls
In Auto Collision on Mav
ing Occasioned by a News company publishes the Saturday Eve- ants as may then be living, Mr. Curtis rectors, and these were frankly met ’ directors
Wheels and Tires; large Hot Water
pronounced "der" without any roll to
Foy W. Brown, North Haven.
by Ohairman Ingraham with thc
Heater. This ear is like new in } the “r.” Second syllable as though
erick Street
ning Post, Ladies' Home Journal and directs.
paper Paragraph
Fred A. Carter, Rockland.
statement
that
in
large
meetings
of
,
every respect—its condition will be
the Country Gentleman.
j The trustees are Mrs. Bok, John
William T. Cobb, Rockland
guaranteed. A wonderful oppor ! spelled “lux," the long “u" as in duke.
this
sort
it
was
necessary
to
have
I
An automobile crash of such a
Some misunderstanding seems to
"The success of the Curtis publish- ' C. Martin, Cary W. Bok, W. Curtis
Kennedy Crane, Rockland.
tunity to own this beautiful car at If the inquirer will turn to Webster’s
some
part
of
the
program
“
cut
and
!
a bargain. See it today
! dictionary he will find the word with serious nature that the four occu have been occasioned by the an ing Company will be promoted and ’ Bok, W. D. Fuller, diaries A. Tyler
Edward
F. Glover, Rockland.
dried" in order to expedite the busi
, all the little pronunciation dinguses pants of the two cars were rushed nouncement in the Saturday issue best insured by the continuance, as! and George H. Lorimer.
Benjamin H. Lincoln, Washington.
THOMAS-NASH COMPANY
ness
Cary W. Bok and W. Curtis Bok
Frank McGuire, Stonington.
118 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND over the letters, telling the whole to the Knox Hospital occurred at of this paper of the meeting of the far as possible, of the present manEventually four other names were
agement and policy," he expresses 1 are sons of Mrs. Bok; John C. Mar
69-71
story—Ed.
Edward C. Payson, Rockland.
the junction of North Main and new common stockholders of The
added
to
the
list
which
the
citizens'
as his conviction. Therefore the tin is a son-in-law of Mr. Curtis and
Joseph W. Robinson. Rockland.
Maverick streets Saturday afternoon Thomaston National Bank called for stock "shall not be sold unless some I vice president of Curtis-Martin committee had suggested to the
Homer E. Robinson, Rockland.
nominating
committee,
and
ample
A sedan driven by Miss Elizabeth next Thursday, June 15th, at 2 o'clock extraordinary
contingency
shall Newspapers Inc.; Fuller is secretary
Philip L. Smith, Short Hills, N. J.
opportunity was given for the addi
arise.”
Hagar, with her mother, Mrs. E. E. daylight saving time.
and treasurer of the Curtis Publish
tion of even more names. It was and Tenant's Harbor.
No such stipulation is made con ing Company; Tyler is secretary and
The bank wishes to state that the
WiUiam D. Talbot, Portland
Hagar as passenger, was rounding
not an easy meeting to handle, and
Willis I. Ayer. Rockland.
the corner on ita way westward, business for which this meeting is cerning the Curtis-Martin newspa- treasurer of Curtis-Martin Newspa Frank H. Ingraham, who had been
F
Chester L. Pascal, Rockport.
when a coach occupied by Edward B catted, is, in reality, a mere formality, ' pers, which publish the New York pers, Inc., and Lorimer ts president selected for thc occasion, found that
JI UZE
Falkingham of the White Head one of the last steps in tne work of Evening Post, The Philadelphia In of the Curtis Publishing Company his experience as moderator in
Nights at S, Daylight saving I tions. All scats 50 rents to $1.
quirer, or the Public Ledger Com and editor of the Saturday Evening
Coast Ouard Station, and Percy
2.30 P. M.
A SUDDEN DEATH
troublous town meetings at Rockport
reorganization. There is no addi pany. which issues the Morning and Post.
Spurling, a, mechanic, came down
ALL THIS WEEK—MATINEE SATURDAY, JUNE 17
stood him in good stead. In his
Mrs. Bok and Martin are appoint
Maverick street and struck thc se tional stock to be sold. All the stock Evening Ledger.
handling of the situation there was Illegal Operation Evidences
EDITH BARRETT
has been sold. No change whatever
Curtis’ homes in Wyncote outside ed executors of the will.
dan
broadside.
no czarism, but rather a. desire to
in thr joyous romedv
So great was the impact that Miss,has been made ln the p,an “ con‘
Said To Have Been Found
carry on the proceedings in accord
________ “THERE’S ALWAYS JULIET*________
Hagar's car was thrown against a sented t0 by the deP°sitora Briefly.
love,
sympathy
and
friendliness
as
A PASTOR S ADVICE
ance with parliamentary law and in I
In Mrs. Hill’s Case
telephone pole and crushed like an tht
of ,hts baJlk must be
------poisoned gas would vegetation ”
lairness to all factions, if such they ]
Starting Monday Night, June 19 and All Next Week
. « ,„L. ... .
increased to $150,000 and to raise part • , »->
,
. o
*«
Speaking of the social relation of could be consideredMatin-, s Wednesday, June 21 I No Saturday irat'ner next week onlvi
The sudden death of Mrs. 8yivla.
egg shell. When the two women were Qf
preferred sU)ck
In Baccalaureate Sermon Mr
LAKEWOOD PLAYERS present
marriage, Mr. MacDonald said “To
extricated from the wreckage it was
The meeting was called to order Hill, closely following her return
MacDonald Analyzes the
Since preferred stock is an emergency
you there is none like the one girl by Kennedy Crane, chairman of the from Augusta where she had been
EDITH BARRETT
thought that Miss Hagar was dead. issue under the new banking laws
Class
Motto
you love above all others. That citizens committed, who said thait employed for some time led Sunday
in the laughing sucorss
Later examination at Knox Hospital. and therefore. unprovided for by the
doesn't give you the right to lose the 80 representative citizens had to an autopsy followed by Medical
by
Dr
Popplestone
showed
that
both
Artic)es
o{
of
bank
.
“CANDLE LIGHT”
The baccalaureate service of the your head even tf vou have lost your tried tc do everything the depositors Examiner Frohock’s verdict that her
with
women had suffered concussion, and this meeting is called simply to legalgraduating class of Rockland High heart. All some fellows think of wanted done.
ERIC DRESSLER,
LEONA MARICLE,
OWEN DAVIS, JR.
that Mrs Hagar had lacerations on lze lhe issue.
demise was due to gas bacillus
THURSTON HALL, HOUSTON RICHARDS, FRANK MCDONALD
School
held at the First Baptist after they have obtained a diploma
the head.
| -p,,, work of reorganization ls now
A contest over thc secretaryship poisoning. It is not likely that any
Staged by Melville Burke
.
.
...
. ., .
Church Sunday evening was so is to obtain a marriage certificate. resulted in a victory for Charles A. further steps will be taken.
According to eyewitnesses Mr going forward
rapidly and it ts ex- 1
—w will be open for ‘aree'y attended that many were My advice to you is to forget ib—for Emery who defeated Milton M. Grif
IakrwTTod Country Club Dance. Friday Evening, June 23
Mrs. Hill, who was thc wife of Mar
j Falkingham's car which was being :| pected .....
that the ubank
CLIFF EVANS AND HIS JERSEY JICCJACCS
tested out, after repairs, left the general business on or before July lst. turned away. At 7.15 the class, with the time being. If it is the real fin by 30 votes. Mr. Emery, A. C. tin Hill of the Bog road, and a
ground several feet when the col- '
———
■ = Alden Johnston as marshal, marched thing it will keep. If not, you win. McLoon and Henry B. Bird were daughter of Mike Sutela of Butter
Lakewood Inn
Bungalows
Gilt Shop
Shanty Lunch
lision occurred. Mr. Falkingham McIntosh, Deputy Sheriff Ludwick in with dignity and poise, present First get some idea of your life made a committee of credentials.
milk lane, came home last Wednes
• • • •
ing a picture of youth and promise.
work, and have some money coming
j bled profusely from a cut tendon J and Lieut. Cushman.
day to assist her parents. She suf
The statement that application for
A choir of 25 voices, under the di in. for the statement, 'two can live
and artery in one of his wrists, but j LATER: Since the above was writfered an ill turn later in the week
remained at the hospital only a I ten x-ray pictures have been made rection of Miss Edna Gregory, with as cheap as one,” is false. You are a charter had been made by five in and Dr. Popplestone was called Sat
•short time. Spurling had a bad of Miss Hagar, and while there ls no Mrs. Elsa Constantine at the organ, making the world of tomorrow, corporators drew from Rodney I. urday morning. He made another
Thompson the inquiry as to whether call that night and was much sur
scalp wound. The men were at- I indication of a fractured skull, which sang "Ye That Stand In the House," socially."
The students were asked to con the list of subscribers had been can prised to flnd that she had died. He
tended by Dr. Fogg.
; was at first feared, they unfortunate- by Spinney, and "On Life's Highsider the meaning of the motto, re vassed as to qualifications. The re notified Dr. Frohock, who was assist
Both cars were completely wrecked j ly reveal a fracture of the pelvis, wayv" by Bertrand-Brown.
The
motto
of
the
class
—
"Our
To

ligiously. They were told that thelr ply was was that a candidate must be ed ln Sunday's autopsy by Dr. Arch
and the scores who visited the scene Especial sympathy is felt in her case,
possessed of 10 or more shares of the
before the removal of the wreckage lor within a comparatively short time day, the World's tomorrow," was attitude toward religion today would
Morrill, State pathologist, and Dr.
stock and that thc list of directors
the
subject
of
thc
sermon
by
Rev.
determine
the
world's
attitude
to

expressed
amazement
that
anybody
she
has
thrice
required
hospital
Popplestone.
TONIGHT
J. Charles MacDonald. "What the morrow. "There are those who selected would be canvassed by the
survived the accident. The Burpee j treatment.
federal government’s chief examiner.
ambulance was used in conveying
Mrs. Hagar gained considerable young people are today, the world think that we can dispense with re
Persons who object to sales taxes
“How many more steps before the
will be tomorrow," said the speaker, ligion. They look upon it as so
the injured persons to the hospital. ! sleep last night.
ELEVEN
MEN
ELEVEN
pay beer taxes without a murmur.—
new
bank
can
be
opened?
”
asked
who
proceeded
to
give
the
meaning
much
excess
baggage.
George
The accident was Investigated by
Mr. Spurling is atble to be up and
Louisville Times
of the motto physically: “If you are Washington did not think so when Mr. Thompson.
City Marshal Richardson, Patrolman 1 about.
Conservator
Homer
E.
Robinson
physically lazy today, the world will he told us that morality could not be
named some of those necessary in YOUR FAVORITE POEM
fiSiiiiaimiimiHumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiliiiitmifflniiiiiimiiiwttwi^ be tomorrow. Lazy people are con maintained in a nation without re cluding the listing of assets based
■
tinually putting off until some other ligion. The most outstanding sci
If I had to live my life again I would
time what they should do today. entists. including Eddington and on their market value at the time of
have made a rule to read some poetry
Such people wiU be unfit for the Milligan, are believers in God. making the application.
and listen to some mualc at least once
"We are in hopes to function by a week The loss of theae tastes U a lose
emergencies of life.
They will The church has ever been the
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
travel the way of the least resist mother of religion. The outstand the early part of July,” said Mr.
THE KINGS
ance, and are thus in danger of be ing colleges of America were estab Robinson, “but the department in
We cater to the working man, who realizes the value
A man said unto hls angel:
Washington has many other applica
of
coming
crooked
in
their
lives.
Do
lished
by
the
church.
You
cannot
"My spirits are fallen through.
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
tions to act upon. This is not the
And I cannot carry this battle;
you want a world like that tomor scoff God out of Hls Universe no
be governed by the limits of his income. We can
O brother, what shall I do?
only bank in trouble."
row?
more than a baying dog can destroy
save you money on your dental bills.
"It is impossible to tell what steps The terrible Kings are on me.
“What you arc today mentally, the moon. If you shut religion out
With spears that are deadly bright.
may be necessary,” added Chairman
Against me so from the cradle
'
1
1
th% world will bc tomorrow. Some of your soul today, thc world will,
Do fate and my fathers fight.”
Ingraham.
Gas-Oxygen
Your Choice
Examination
people are unwilling to think a thing tomorrow."
and Novo-Caln
“Who selected the incorporators?"
Then said to the man hls angel:
Hecollte. Vydon,
and
through. That is why they are in
“Thou wavering, foolish soul.
for Painless
or Residen Plates
asked Benjamin C. Perry. “Did the
Estimate
Back to the ranks! what matter
the fog so much of the time. You CASTINE OUTBOARD REGATTA
Filling
Letters
were
not
sent
out
to
some
of
the
smaller
To win or to lose the whole.
old bank do it or the new subscrib
Gladly Given
$30
A Specialty
should do concentrated thinking,
ers?"
The
Castine
Outboard
Club
is
still
As Judged by the little Judges
depositors as it was felt that the purchase of even
clear thinking, clean thinking. The
Who hearken not well nor see?
“I am responsible," said Mr. Rob
making plans for its second annual
Not thus, by the outer Issue.
thinking
of
today
will
bc
the
actions
3 one share of stock might be a burden, where only a
regatta, to be held Aug. 26. This inson. "We wanted to get our appli
The Wise shall Interpret thee.
rainless
TEETH
of tomorrow. If you are not clean work has been going on steadily for cation in as quickly as possible.”
Fillings
up
BS
Extractions
Thy wlll ls the very, the only.
A Good Set of
in your thinking today, you are over eight months, and although all
5
small amount would be released,
The solemn event of things;
(leaning
up
"There are 900 subscribers," inter
Novo-Caln
upper or lower
The weakest of hearts defying
preparing America for her downfall the necessary matters have been de jected Ohairman Ingraham; “it
Is stronger than all these Kings.
Bridgework
Gas-Oxygen $£
tomorrow. That is where a nation cided upon, the regatta committee would have been impossible to have,
$15.00
=
It may bc, however, that these smaller depositors
Though
out of the past they gather.
begins to hit the bumps first—when wishes to consider every little thing seen all of them.”
Mind’s Doubt and Bodily Pain.
H
may
wish
to
put
practically
the
whole
first
dividend
she breaks morally. Clean think which might possibly add to thc en
And pallid Thirst of the Spirit
PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS
“I feel as if there had been a lot of
That Is kin to the other twain.
ing is the antidote for unclean joyment of drivers and spectators undertow and secrecy,” said B. C.
H into stock of the new hank, or other funds may be
And
Grief, ln a cloud of banners.
thinking.
during the races or at the entertain Perry. “Our aim Is to have a com
And rlngletted Vain Desires.
3 available, in which case subscription would be wel"We are social beings. No man ment afterwards.
And Vice with the spoils upon him
munity bank. I don't like to see
Of thee and thy beaten shires.
can live unto himself and be a man.
The thorough methods of all the things cut and dried "
=
corned
and
much
appreciated
by
the
359 Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 1097-W
While
Kings or eternal evil
You have never seen a self-made committees, the excellent facilities at
"We did it just as soon as the drive
Yet darken the hills about.
OVER PALMER’S JEWELRY STORE
man. Men are made by society pur Castine, and the fact that the fine was finished,” said Mr. Crane. "We Thy part Is with broken saber
=
Citizens’ Sales Organization Committee
To rise on the last redoubt:
chasing that which they have manu prizes being offered will attract many had to get action as soon as possible.
HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday, 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
To
fear not sensible failure,
good
drivers,
should
make
this
re.
factured.
Alone
they
never
would
The
question
was:
What
shall
be
our
H
for the Knox County Trust Company
Evenings By Appointment
Nor covet the game at all.
gatta
one
of
the
outstanding
events
next
step?"
have
become
anything.
Selfishness
But
fighting, fighting, fighting,” \
'
70-lt
Die, driven against the wall!’
Iiiiiiiih^
is one of society's curses. It kills of the racing season in Maine.
Mr Perry: “I don't want to hinder
—Louise Imogen Ouiney.
,,3'WiK'iiwiiaia."'"'" ...................... ... a...

BEQUESTS IN CURTIS WILL

COMIQUE THEATRE

Eddie Cantor

‘The Kid From Spain’

WE WANTERKNOW!

’32 PLYMOUTH

OuundPuk
AL JAHN’S MUSICAL JOY BOYS

Dental Service

To The Smaller Depositors=
SECURITY TRUST CUMPANY

Dr. Dana S. Newman

A
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Every-Other-Day
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The annual reception of the Rock-'
land High School Alumni Association '
takes place Friday evening at the |
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
High School auditorium, at 8 o'clock.
The British light cruiser Dianne ■ official reception is being tendered to
I will trust, and not be afraid.— June 14—Flag Day.
June
14
—
W.
C.
T.
U.
County
Conven
An entertaining and interesting evethe officers at City Hall.
Isaiah 12:2.
dropped anchor in Rockland harbor ,
tlon at Methodist Church in Union.
.
.
,____________ .
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied ning has been planned, and it is I
The Dianne will be here until
bodies meet ln Bangor
. I hoped that every graduate of Rock- I at 9.30 this morning, and immediate- june 19 an(j visiting hours will be
FORWARD THE BANKS
June 15—Rockland High School com
mencement at the auditorium.
land High School who is in town will ly became an object of much inter- | Saturday and Sunday afternoons
June 15—Vinalhaven High graduation.
Tire local banking situation is
from 4 to 6. There are 450 men
June 15—Camden High School gradua make the effort to attend and re
est and curiosity along the waterspond to the roll call of classes.
gradually setting itself forward. tion at Library Amphitheatre.
aboard.
June 16—Rockland High School alum
The stockholders of the First Na ni reception
------1 front. The craft was piloted to this
The cruiser is one of several British
June 16—W. C. T. U. Mothers and
tional Bank are to be congratulated Daughters
Here is something that should enby
John Q
and was ships visiting the Maine coast on a
banquet, at Congregational
upon their selection of a board of Church.
list attention of our golfers—the'
. . ..
.
. good will mission. Rockland's flags
June
17—Knox Pomona meets with Richfield golf instruction mat recom- : FTOmp y v
___
______________
by
jor
are flylng and u, jg up
every citidirectors of recognized character Acorn
Orange. Cushing.
'atnspan?»ChCvii^aSOClal1011 mended by Alex Morrison who gives son- armed with the citys welcome. zen
help glve
visitors a good
and ability, in whom the general n,uknfund
public will repose fullest confi
June 20—Camden—Annual meeting ot those interesting golf talks over radio Just as this paper goes to press an , time while they are in port.
Garden Club at Whitehall Inn.
.
dence. To this forward step is
June 20—12 to 8 p. nt i Educational Monday and Friday nights.
This
■
—- ■
added the news of the created Club picnic, with speaker, hostess. Mrs mat is indeed a novel and appealing
Radio fans are not having a happy
NOT STILL LONG
Nina Oregory. Glencove.
organization for the campaign that
feature. Il' the golfing reader should time these days. Too many static
shall set in action the new Knox
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary holds its inquire further of R. F. Saville of the crashes.
Ex-Editor Robbins of Old
County Trust Co., to which cam regular meeting with supper at 6.30 Rockland Oarage he will get some
Town
Here Yesterday,
paign for the sale of stock there is tomorrow night. Sewing circle in the valuable information on the subject,
Oeorge Wheeler Nye nearly sev
Has Traveled Widely
no reason to doubt the public will afternoon at 2 o'clock.
ered his left forefinger yesterday
J
■
make a quick and generous
_____
Owing to the fact that Union is when an axe slipped.
There blew into the newspaper
response. All this tends to increase
WEATHER
on standard time, all sessions of the
office
Friday that stormy petrel
There's a southerly wind this Knox coUnty W.C.T.U. to be held
the feeling of hope that by the first
“Peg o' My Heart’’ delighted every
of journalism, C. W. Robbins of Old
of the coming month the banking morning, with lightly clouded sky there ln the Methodist Church Wed- body at Strand Theatre yesterday.
Town, founder of the Enterprisa ln
doors shall find themselves re that may have some rain ln it, but nesday will conform with that time, Lovers of good pictures should not
1888. and as its vigorous editor, a
opened and old-time community official forecast says clearing. But it Following the custom of previous ) miss it today.
well-known figure among his fellow-,
business activity reassert itself.
is all good June weather these days years> dinner and supper will be
------newspaper men of the State. If there
with soft airs weighted with the strved at the church, the delegates
Tomorrow June 14, is National
was among that fraternity any to
RUSHING THE MOTOR CAR
odors of gardens—the multiplied cen- bringing sweets. Those who wish j FIa8 Day- Let us display at every
equal him in spirit, in independence,
ters of fragrance for which the Oar- transportation or have transporta- possible point Old Olory, the emblem
in originality and capacity for hard
The collision of automobiles at den Club is to be credited. Yester tion for others will please call Mrs ,
our country's greatness.
work
their names are not at the mo
Sherer's Corner Saturday, with day was a hot wave one, running up Brewster w.w
Many Sunbacks
ment recalled. While he was in the
almost death to their occupants into the 80s.
_____
All members Knox Lodge. I.O.OJ*.
James Kent of this city, Dr. Iwho P*a« to go to Belfast Friday, profession there was only one Rob
and at the best of it long hospital
Dr.
An all-day rummage sale takes Ethel Crie and her mother, Mrs. H lhouW ** «t the hall at 5.30. Sup- bins and he was so recognized. Then
sufferings with attendant costs,
he sold out his newspaper and ad
points again to the sin of reckless place tomorrow at the Methodist D. Crie of Thomaston, and Dr. H. J. pfr
served on arrival which
driving within town limits, where vestry, with Mrs. Henry deRoche- Pettapiece of Camden, attended the will be followed by a baseball game I dressed himself to other lines, the calendar business in particular, travel
streets present abrupt corners with mont acting as chairman.
ing much and mingling with the world
■V11 M
SEN I ER CRANE COMPANY
‘
Av .
.-A A,
midsummer meeting of the Maine
no officially marked right of way.
Osteopathic Association at the LakeThe annual Flag Day exercises will with that amazing vitality which has
We believe the authorities should J
DRIVE COMMITTEES
wood Country Club Saturday. Dr take Place at 0,6
Home tomor- always been a chief feature with him
Wednesday from Philadelphia and handsome salmon out of Lake MeCAMDEN
hold this matter more rigorously
Kent was elected vice president. It row evenin8 at 8 o'clock, and will be and a cordial greeting of old-time
ounticook Sunday, weighing five
will spend the summer here.
in hand. There should be enforce ,
An important meeting of the
was voted to hold the next meeting open
Pubhc. Brief addresses friends which his call at this office
Mts. E Kent Hubbard has arrived
pbunds and six ounces
Miss
Delia
Thomas
of
Northeast
able regulations put upon this swUt | executive commit tee of the
of the association in Rockland in Ockeeping with the occasion will be
from Middletown. Conn , to spend Harbor is guest of Mias Virginia . Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Knight are
fully demonstrated.
driving in business and residential • Knox Trust Company drive
musical selections.
tober. Among the principal speak interspersed by _____
the summer in Camden.
leaving this week for Chicago while
Mr.
Robbins
can
claim
several
disWagner. Elm street.
regions and the spirit aod letter of
will be held at the Chamber of
ers was Dr C H Soden ol the Phila
they will Visit, his brother Henry
Mrs.
E.
C.
Powell,
who
has
been
tinctions.
visited
every
state
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
at
the
|
tinctions,
having
State
Mrs.
Emily
Jagels
and
son
Fred

the regulations severely enforced.
Commerce office this afternoon
delphia College of Osteopathy.
Knight.
confined to the house by illness for In the Union, having been atop of Comique Theatre the attraction will erick were in Orono this week to
Flaming youth, driving its cars
at 2 o'clock. At 9 o'clock to
a number of weeks, has resumed her Pikes Peak (14,500 feet) and having be The Kid From Spain, featur- attend the graduation of Alvin JagelMiss Lena Hal has returned from
with reckless disregard of danger,
morrow morning the same
Plans for the annual Parent- dutles at Community Sweet Shop. dveended 30C0 feet into a California1 mg Eddie Cantor; Thursday. Charles
a visit in Boston and vicinity.
from
the
University
of
Maine.
snaps its finger at the public and
teams which worked on the
Teacher Association milk fund ball
where her return is hailed with much mine. He has toured Mexico and all of Bickford in Song of the Eagle,
Joseph Rodgers of Boston, for
Miss Edith Fiske of Boston is
laughingly bids it step out the
First National Bank drive are
are completed. This takes place pleasure.
| the countries in Western Europe, to Friday. "Lady's Profession;" Satur merly of Camden, Is visiting friends guest of her sister Mrs. Walter Hig
way. An official check-up of the | aaked to meet at the Chamber
Monday night. June 19. at the Span
_____
say nothing of having attended 23 day. Tom Keene in "Renegades of i in town.
speedsters who imperil life and
gins. High street.
office, secure their cards and
ish Villa. Through the kindness of
Miss
Margaret
M-Knight
reports
conventions of the National Editorial the West."
traffic in our main business street
The
next
meeting
of
the
FreemanMrs, Helen Ferry will entertain
start the canvass at once to the
Manager Allen, the villa is available that attendance In tne rural Sunday Association. He has attended every
John McGrath of Boston has been ! Herrick Auxiliary, U.S.W.V.. will ba the Contract Club this week at her
might prove of advantage to the
end that the stock subscription
at no expense, and with this splen schools last Sunday was very en- World's Fair since the first one in
in town, called by the critical ill held June 19.
community. Why wait for warn
camp at Lake Meguntieook.
be completed inside three days.
did start the committee hopes to couraging. Clark Island had 44 Chicago, at which he was married,
ness of his brother Peter McGrath.
ings and killings to adorn the situ
Regular
meeting
of
the
American
'> Mr. and and Mrs. Ralph Collins
Additional volunteer workers
realize a substantial sum to sustain present, Hope Corner 44 and North
he is going again this year with
ation?
have arrived from Datona, Fla,
Mrs. Edward Bok. accompanied by Legion Auxiliary tonight at 7.30.
the milk fund for next winter. Al |
welcome.
Warren 13. a total of 101. AU teach Mrs Robbins by way of celebration.
her son. Cary Bok. are to arrive I Kenneth Wadsworth pulled a wher ethey spent the winter.
I
Rougier's Band of ten pieces will fur
THE MOTION PICTURE
ers were present but one. who sent
nish music. The PTA milk fund
IN SPORTING CIRCLES
I a substitute.
One of the high lights of the Forty
The motion picture is mucn in a Club year was yesterday's luncheon ball has become an outstanding
.
Sunday's results in Big Five
,, / _ ,
j,,.,— social event of the year, and indiclass with those of us who find our talk
James A- Lewis
oi North Haven who League: South Thomaston 21, Batby Ensign Otis on "The duties
7
...........
cations
are
that
it
will
maintain
its
selves listed as human beings— of a conservator."
ls a member of the faculty of Tabor
J
„
tery F 13; Clark Island 6. Rockville
usual success.
some can be commended, while
Academy in Marion. Mass , leaves
4; Snipers 12. Pirates 7.
The Breakfast Bridge Club was
others are objects of the lifted eye
June 24 for Che World's Fair in Chi
• • • •
Four
Andover
Newton
theological
entertained
at
luncheon
yesterday
brow. It is idle to lose temper
cago. traveling in a yacht with 50 stu
The League Standing
school
students,
three
of
whom
I
when we encounter what is repre by Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper at Wessadents. via the St. Lawrence River and
Won Lost
P.C
hensible in either class, but hold weskeag Inn, cards following at her have just completed their course, Great Lakes. It s a safe bet that the Clark Island . „ 4
1
800
were married last week in services in outfit will see everything worth see
out a hand of commendation when home in South Thomaston.
IN
So. Thomaston .. 4
1
.800
the
chapel
of
the
school.
Everett
A.
that which Is commendable presents
ing.
Rockvile
......
.600
3
2
Willard Ireland, superintendent ol Sherwood of Salem and Miss CatherItself for consideration. Twice
2
Rockport
.... ... 2
500
the Elmer S. Bird memorial feeding jne d Kinney of Glastonbury. Ct.,
Tne musical program for the Rain
within a week the local playhouse
.400
Batterv
F
......
...
2
3
station
in
Appleton,
was
in
the
city
were
marriedi
by
the
Rev.
Ralph
bow
Hour
tomorrow
night
from
7
to
has justified the movie by staging
Snipers
........
2
...
1
.333
two pictures of exceeding worth. Saturday night. He has in his charge Sherwood of Salem, father of the 7.30 over station WLBZ will be pre- Pirates
0
5
.000
One was “Cavalcade," in many re at the present time 125,000 square- bridegroom. Miss Irma Folsom of sented by Mrs. Gladys Morgan, con• • • •
Muskogee, Okla. and Thomas P tralto. Chester Wyllie, tenor, and
spects the greatest achievement of tall trout.
Wedm.- day's Gaines
Warfield of Lincoln, Neb., were Charles Wilson, baritone, with Miss
the screen; the other “Peg o’ My
Pirates at South Thomaston.
Col. Basil H. Stinson. Earl McIn married by the Rev. Dr. Everett C
Emily MacDonald at the piano, The
Heart." now being shown, in which
Rockville vs. Rockport at Rockport
tosh and Louis A Cates were at Herrick, president of the school selections will have the sea as the
the poetry and romance of the
Clark Island vs. Snipers at Rock
Moosehead Lake for fishing over the Following a honeymoon to Glaston- theme, and Rev. J. Charles MacDonIrish finds joyous expression, with
land.
weekend. Basil is said to have
bury. Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood will aid's address will be In keeping with
• • • •
that alternation of humor and
brought back the only fish regardless
go to Damariscotta, Me., and Mr. that subject.
pathos which manifests itself in the
The Knox and Lincoln Twilight
of other stories.
and Mrs. Warfield will go to IslesLeague loses three of its popular
Irish race as in no other. These are
tin the graduating clUss of ap players as the result of a raid made
boro.
Me.
the pictures w’hich should crowd
There was a large attendance of
proximately 1300 students who re by the Pine Tree League. Simmons
the houses, to the exclusion of Utal parents and friends to listen to the
At the Golden Rod Chapter meet ceived degrees from Boston Univer and Dwyer of the St. George team
which is reprehensible. It lies program by the pupils in the sub
within the public to decide which primary. flrst and second grades of ing Friday night George L. St. Clair sity at the annual commencement have joined Rumford and '••Doug"
it shall patronize. Hollywood will the Tyler school Friday afternoon. healed the committee of men in exercises yesterday in the Boston Walker of the Thomaston team has
Arena, with President Daniel L,
be quick to respond
Each child took part with self-pos charge of supper. Reports of the re Marsh presiding, were Mks Gert gone to Welton. We re all sorry to
cent
visit
to
Marguerite
Chapter
of
lose these boys, but it will mean a
session and earnestness, which
rude O'Brien Burrows of 195 Broad chance for new blood in the local
WOMEN IN POLITICS
Vinalhaven
were
presented
by
Mrs.
called forth praise from the visitors.
way, master of arts in Graduate league.
These entertainments are fine for Maude Blodgett and other attend School; and Winola Louisa Richan
• • • •
Because she was at one time, as
ants, and also by Mrs. Elvie Curtis,
the children, giving them confidence
of
27
Elm
street,
music
supervl
»).-«
Colby
collegians
defeated Togus 4 to
the wife of a Universalist pastor,
to speak before the public in later past matron of Forget-me-not Chap
3 Sunday in a well fought and inter
prominent in the church and social years. The teachers. Mrs. Leach ter of South Thomaston, who was a certiflate in College of Music.
esting game, the star of which was our
life of this city, our people have Miss Hall and Miss Webster worked
P”*1- 11 was voted 10
George Fields and D. Joseph Doyle Rockland pitcher, Chummy Gray. He
A
short
followed with interest the promi hard to make the affair a success continue suppers until fall
of Bath will appaar in the musical fanned 16 men. held the Collegians
featured
nence which Mrs. Anna C. M. and won much credit for the time entertainment program
com-ady 'Take It Or Leave It,” writ to four hits and turned in a couple ot
Tillinghast has attained in public and labor spent in drilling the chil Mrs. Vivian Hewett and Mrs. Hazel ten by Park Grindell and Mr. Doyle,
singles. A three-bagger and two bad
Atwood, in songs, and Mrs. Hewett
life, notably In later time as Com dren.
at Camden Opera House later in the errors were the undoing of Togus.
_____
and Mrs. Nettie Frost in a vocal
missioner of Immigration for the
month. The Camden Garden Club which had the upper hands in every
Frigidaire plants, the larg
This June more FrigidMaine delegates to the National duet. Mrs. Amy Tripp acted as ac- is sponsoring the production. The
Boston District, an office which she
inning except the one in which the
est refrigerator factories
has filled with notable ability. 4-H Camp to be held in Washington, companist.
aires for home use are be
greater part of the cast will be damage was done. Knox County fans
■
Her somewhat unexpected removal D. C. June 15-21, will assemble in
in the world, are working
drawn from. Camden young people. were very proud of Gray.
At the mothers and daughters
ing built and shipped than
from the office to make way for an Portland tomorrow, with Lester H.
This announcement has special In
at full capacity to meet
appointee of the opposed political Shibles, State Club Leader, in banquet to be held Friday at 6.15 terest as Mr. Doyle's wife was for
All-day rummage sale Wednesday.
have
been
produced
in
the greatest demand in
charge.
The
delegates
are
Maynard
at
the
Congregational
Church
a
faith has been commented upon
merly Miss Mary Lawrence of this June 14. at Methodist vestry. A
C.
Waltz
of
Damariscotta,
Audrey
very
pretty
candle
lighting
service
with some surprise; but Mrs.
large assortment to offer—adv.
the history of the com
city.
any single month during
Tillinghast herself is sweetly philo French of Franklin Helen G. Buck will b; presented by ten young ladies
pany. Thousands have
The executive committee for the
STRAND THEATRE
sophical. and regarding the situa of Mapleton and Grover 8. Ramsdell and one matron. Those taking part
Frigidaire’s 17 years of
of Harrington. As has been custom- j are Mrs. Addle Rogers, Constance Knox County Trust Company cam
bought the New Frigid
"The Girl In 419," a romantic
tion in Boston writes:
leadership.
“The immigration force in this ary in previous years, two boys and Snow. Donna deRochcmont, Alzada paign will hold a very Important drama set against the background of
aire.
♦
district is one of the best in the two girls represent their State. Their North. Mildred Weymouth, Marga- session at 2 o'clock this afternoon at a police emergency hospital, has been
country. Democrats and Republi selection is based upon the quality I ret Pendleton. Bernice Haining, the Chamber of Commerce office. booked for the Strand Wednesday and
cans alike have given me the most of work which they have done in Gertrude Heald. Ruth Pendleton,
The group includes A. C. McLoon, C. Thursday. James Dunn and Gloria
,1
splendid cooperation.
I never
connection
with
their
4-H
club
projElizabeth
Walker,
Thelma
Day.
Mrs.
Earle Ludwick, William Sansom, M. Stuart have the leading roles, and the
allowed race, creed or political
affiliations to enter into my rela ects. At the National encampment Ruth Hoch will be the soloist, F. Lovejoy, L. A. Walker, C. H. Berry, supporting cast is headed by David
tions with the force, or the dis assembled on the grounds surround- Ladles serving the supper are Mrs. John Burns. The committee has Manners.
charge of my duties in the admin ing the Department of Agriculture Evelyn Sherman, Mrs. Ida Simmons, noted an interesting fact in conn&“The Girl In 419" centers around
istration of the law. No one re will be delegates from each State ln Mrs L^a stevens. Mrs. Brawn. Mrs.
tion with the surprisingly numerous the young physician who heads the
ceived ‘special privileges.' Promo the Union,
Alaska and Hawaii will Hattie Hart, Miss Bertha Orbeton. returns of subscriptions by mail. In police division of an emergency hospi
tions were based upon merit and
Democrats were rewarded equally also be represented.
Miss Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Austin every instance thus far the full quota tal in a large city, and around a girl
with Republicans when entitled to
Smith. Mrs. Edna French. Mrs. Hat of shares suggested has been taken who is picked up half dead from a
It. It is a great satisfaction to
Trips to the Century of Progress
beating and brought back to life by
know that after six years of daily Expcsit.on at Chicago arranged. All tie Lord. A very attractive menu is and in several cases, exceeded.
the
former's skilled care. The roles
to
be
prepared.
Mrs.
Lora
La-Mance
association with the members of
my force I have their respect and expense, all details. Rail, water or of Florida will bring a brilliant mes Trips around the British battlr- are played by Dunn and Miss Stuart,
bus. Maurice F. Lovejoy, Insurance. sage. Tickets can be obtained from ship Duane will be made on request respectively.—adv.
friendship.
"I have loved my work as Com Phono 1060-J Masonic Temple. mcmi3crs of the supper committee, by J. N. Southard in his yacht Mary
missioner of Immigration for the Rockland.
Ed. Dean recalls that there was also
70then72-S-tf
ajso jjrs Hope Brewster. Miss Ella. Leaves public landing.—adv.
Boston District and have been
a big hailstorm on June 10, 1932, so
Alena Young, Mrs. Clara Emery
happy in it. I have given the best
BORN
that last Friday night's abnormality
with charity toward all,’ I turn
service of which I was capable to
KNIGHT—At Rockland. June 9. to Mr.
toward
the
future,
and
whatever
It
and
Mrs.
Fred
M Knight, a son. Dale must have been in the nature of an
iny country and the public. While
Parent-Teacher
Annual
Milk
Fund
Milton
may have In store for me."
I have demanded respect for the
BICKNELL BLOCK
ROCKLAND, ME.
Ball, Spanish Villa, Rockland, next HARRIMAN — At Whitney Maternity anniversary.
law. no worthy case has failed to
This is not the frequently
Home. Ingraham HUI. June 10. to Mr.
Monday,
June
23.
—
adv.
70-72
receive every possible consideration
and Mrs. Mervyn Harriman, a daugh
encountered acrimonious reflet-'
ter. Carolyn Loraine.
and leniency I leave the office
tion
cf
the
masculine
politician
Specials for balance of this week- BENNER At Rockland. June 11. to Mr.
with no regrets. I have endeavored
and Mrs, Everett Benner, a son. Roger
PEELED
deposed from office. It suggests Large healthy chicks, Barred and
to live up to my oath of office, and
Winfield.
to be worthy of the confidence of
again th&t the feminine in public White Plymouth Rocks and Rhode
VINALHAVEN, MAINE
Presidents Coolidge and Hoover,
MARRIED
l.fe supplies many an example of Island Reds, $1 per baker's dozen at
HAINES - FOLLETT — At Portsmouth. PEJEPSCOT PAPER CO.
who entrusted me with tire respondignity which the so-called sterner Stover’s, Rockland. Complete line
N. H.. June 8. Arthur P. llulne- and
s bilitics which the position en
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
Katherine M. Follett, both of Rock
sex could profitably emulate.
seeds and fertilizers,
70-72
tailed. ’With mallei toward none,
60-73
land.
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BRITISH WARSHIP HERE

News of the New

Many Shipments Have Arrived During The
Last Few Days—Just In Time For The
Warm Weather—Here Are Just A Few

New Printed Silks 39 inch yd. 69c
New Anklets Jacquard or Lace pr. 121c, 15c
New Silk Dresses ea. $1.98, $2.98
Npn) MlCMCd Cotton 69c to $1.98

New Ratine Beach Robes

$1.98

The Biggest Month
Frigidaire History
Thousands are buying this New Frigidaire that

uses less current than one ordinary light bulb

FRIGIDAIRE

A Product of
General Motors

The New Frigidaire actually uses less current than an ordinary
lamp bulb. And it not only sets new standards of economy, hut of
convenience, beauty and quality as well. Ice trays slide out of the
freezer at a touch of the finger. There’s one-fourth more food
space—a compartment for frozen storage—automatic defrosting.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

WANTED

Spruce Pulpwood

VINALHAVEN LIGHT & POWER CO.

Every-OtEsr-Day
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Page Three

A CALL TO ARMS
FOR ALL KNOX
COUNTY
<
• .
I

•
The present lack of banking facilities heretofore afforded the communities of this county by
the Security Trust Company of Rockland and its branches in Camden, Vinalhaven, Union and
Warren, has caused a demand for a new bank to continue this service. It is imperative to the
well-being of the communities affected that the intimate service of mother bank and branches be
maintained.
THE ANSWER IS THE

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
A Bank To Serve Every Corner Of The County
Under the jurisdiction of the Maine Banking Department and the Supreme
Court—a hank whose existence will be made possible only by the co
operation and loyalty of the people of Knox County

The Story of the New Bank
The Banking Department of Maine and the Supreme Court have indicated that they
would approve the following plan for the resumption of normal banking facilities.
1. To form a new bank to be known as the Knox County Trust Company.
2. To subscribe to a new capital structure as follows:
$100,000 COMMON STOCK-$50,000 SURPLUS
3. To allow the new bank to take over immediately such of the assets of the Security
Trust Company at market value as will release 30rc of the Savings deposits and 20%
of the demand deposits of the Security Trust Company.
4. To give proper time for the orderly liquidation of the remaining assets of the Se
curity Trust Company from which further dividends will be declared to depositors,
the new bank to aid by friendly co-operation.

•

•

*''

r

This Is The Sales Committee
A. C. McLoon,

Elmer Joyce,

Rockland

C. L. Boman,

Camden

Leon Stone,

Vinalhaven
North Haven

Charles A. Morse,

Thomaston

James Stinson,

Stonington

-Arthur K. Walker,

Rockport

H. A. Johnson,

Swan’s Island

Warren

Grover Young,

Owl’s Head

Willis Vinal,

Herbert Oldis,

Waldoboro

Benjamin Nichols,

W. T. Hocking,

St. George

E. S. Vose,

J. C. Creighton,

Union

Hope
Cushing

Maynard Brown,

Appleton

Subscribe for the New Stock TODAY and Hasten
'the Opening of the Bank
The selling price has been purposely made low so that small depositors might not be barred
from participating in the organization and profits of the new bank. The new stock, all common,
will be sold at

$37.50 per share—$25.00 par value and $12.50 surplus
As a depositor of the Security Trust Company you have been mailed a subscription blank
and an estimate of your proportional allotment. Subscribe your quota and mail it today. If you are
in doubt on any point read page seven of this newspaper.

The Drive Starts Tomorrow Morning. = Do Your Bit!!

This Advertisement Sponsored by The Chamber ot Commerce

<I

i
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Orange hall last Wednesday evening. the bees, black and yellow costumes
It was under the direction of the of cambric, and the flowers, crepe
Raymond Pogler and children Henry teacher, Mrs. Veda M Brown, and , paper costumes to form the variety
and Mary and Mr. Prank of Chicago the music supervisor, Mrs. Esther they represented. Other numbers on
have been guests of Mr, Fogler's Rogers, to whom much credit is giv the program were a piano solo by
mother, Mrs. M. A. Pogler.
en for the splendid manner in which I Dorothy Keller; vocal duet. Mrs. Wal
Mr. and Mrs. A. A Clark entertained the youngsters took their parts.
ter Wheeler and Mrs. Ruth Smith;
a party of 13 Memorial Day.
The cast: Florists. Cora Russell, selections by the Rhythmic Band.
Miss Bernice Parker is at Moose Sidney Andrews, Stanley and Walter
The sum of $7.50 was realized which
head Lake on a fishing trip.
Monroe and Oeorge Oreenrose; Green it is understood is to be used for pur
Several from this village attended Bugs. Neil Brown and Arlene Keller; chasing instruments for this school,
the Rockport High School graduation Roses, Carolyn Andrews and Hazel as they have had to borrow most of
Thursday evening. This year it was Nutt; Pansies. Lulie Richards and those ln use now
a very unique affair, taking the form Sylvia Heald; Daffodil. Dorothy Kel
of a pageant, "The Wayside Inn.” All ler; Mustard Flower. Curtis Weed;
SOUTH WALDOBORO
the gr aduates were in costume to cor Violets, Clark Andrews and Clinton
respond with the time.
Richards; Bees. Henry Carroll. Har
A very pleasant gathering was held
• • • •
old Tolman and Everett Richards
June
8 at the summer cottages at
Operetta Well Presented
The florists wore overalls and straw
Tlie operetta "A Florist's Window" hats and the green bugs had costumes Forest Lake, the hostesses being Mrs.
was given by the school children at of green cambric with caps to match. j Ellis Lawry and daughter Eda. The
ccmbired Indies Aids of Friendship
I and South Waldoboro were invited
' guests. With weather conditions
ideal and at one of the most beauti
ful spots on the banks of the MeSALADA BROWN LABEL
| tiomak, no better retreat could be

WEST ROCKPORT

Five Cups of Fine Tea
for One Cent

.

.

.

—the lowest priced line tee you can
buy--will give you five cups of
delicious tea lor just one cent . . .
And your grocer also carries Salada
Red Label, America's finest tea.

SALAM' TEA
515-A

found for a gathering of this kind.
At r.oon a picnic dinner was also
enjoyed, the hostesses serving clam
and flsh chowders and baked beans,
and the guests furnishing all kinds
of delicacies that could be wished for.
1 After dinner a short crogram was
carried out and time spent socially.
When each one had registered it
was found that there were 83 pres
ent, and all together a very enjoyaI ble day was passed.

yiation^lOide
cookinq
chocolate
IndividuallyWrapped

SPECIALS -SS- JUNE 1? - 17

NATION-WIDE

Pitted Dates

Fancy Quality
« Ot Pits

19

ONE OUNCE
CE SQUARES

15*
PRICE

FREE-RUNNING

^LB.PKG.

Ivory Salt . . 3«.25*
Marshmallow

SEEDED

THREE CROW

Fluff

RAISINS

Cream Tartar

Large Can

Larja IS Oi Pkf

I«

>/« Lb

19'

10'
THREE
CROW

r

GEN. KNOX

Peanut Butter ^25'
QUICK LUNCH COMBINATION
1 c‘.n Nation-Wide Beans. . 15C

For Cooking or Table Um

1 c." Nation-Wide Br. Bread 15C

RED OAK

1 c.n Nation-Wide Fish Cakes 12C

MOLASSES

37*

ALL

FOR

Valua

Larfa No !*/i Can

42<

25*

J

ANGLO

CORNED BEEF .
NATION-WIDE

Ne 1

Chill and Slice

Can

17*

»

SARDINES .

NORWEGIAN

.

. 3c25‘

Prcltrd in Oliva Oil

TEA VALUES
■

Carton

Nation-Wide Formosa Oolong .

■

Carton

Bulk

quality

Formosa Tea a ■ a a

Luxury Tobacco 3^25*
CAMAY SOAP .

■ 3c.i<«>14c

P & G

■ 6..19c

NAPHTHA

SOAP

an Quick Sudl

■ Pound

(Sunshine

SHEEPSCOT

REPEATED BY REQUEST AT THESE LOW PRICES
Ultd by Beautiful
Woman
»

OXYDOL ■

25*
tt Lb
25*
Full
20*
Vi Lb

Nation-Wide Orange Pekoe . .

lpLV 21 c

READ ABOUT LETTER CONTEST ON BACK OF
THIS HAND BILL

SANDWICH
□elicioua old Fashioned auga;
cookies overflowing with a
delightful filling of
raspberry jem and
very fine cocoanut. lb

It

V X-

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

TENOR AT STRAND

CUSHING

PORT CLYDE

Miss Penelope Whitehead of Pitts
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Austin of
Winthrop, Mass., have arrived and burg, Pa., and Miss Helen Gilman of
opened their cottage for the sum Yonkers, N Y., have arrived at the
J1 i i 4
Periwinkle House for Che summer.
7
5
mer.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Wentworth
Llewellyn
Oliver,
teacher
of
the
19
IO
1,1
and
Leonard Trowbridge of NewtonBroad Cove school, with his pupils
ville spent the weekend with Mr. and
iT
1
enjoyed
a
picnic
last
Friday
at
Peck's
13
11
Point, It being the last day of school. Mrs. Walter Simmons.
Mr. Naumer and family of New
nr
18
15
17
Mr. Oliver has taught the past year
w
York
have arrived at their cottage for
in this school, and is much respect
21
23
2l
20
the summer.
ed by both pupils and parents.
w
Mrs. Jennie HQpper visited friends
15
i.4
27
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rivers, and
in Thomaston last week.
daughters Ernestine and Rita, with
Mrs. Loren Teel attended the grad
I
31
Arthur Carroll of Washington and uation exercises in Thomaston last
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Athearn of week. Her niece, Miss Pauline Mc
Si
32
Rockland, were in town recently Lain. was one of the graduating class.
1 V) 4° 4i 42
i
calling on old friends.
34 35 Mo
( Mrs. Fred Overlock of Rockland
Raymond Oowdy and Dudley and Miss Hortense Wilson of Thom
45
44
43
Rockwell of Hartford are at th? aston visited Mrs. Sarah E. Seavey,
sw;
Rockwell cottage, Bird's Point, where Friday.
44
46 w
47
they are soon to be Joined by Mrs.
Mrs Ralph Simmons has returned
53
$4
Ruth Rockwell and daughter Marl-' from a visit in Attleboro, Mass.
50
51
51
w
i anna.
Mrs. Chester Fowles of Augusta and
1 55“
5b
57
58
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of Alton Hopkins of Hallowell were in
Medomak were recent callers in town to attend the funeral of Mrs.
to
5^
r
•
Jennie Butler.
town.
Mrs. Merton Anthony is spending
fcl
Mr. and Mrs. F L. Maloney have
returned home from Medomak. a few days ln Augusta.
Mrs. Clifton Morse recently spent
where they have had charge of the,
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
His talented accompanist Paula
a
few days in Thomaston.
1-Golng from place to 45-Wild (Scot.)
12-Happen again
boarding house, while the Burnham
Garden, solo pianist, at the New York
Miss Edith Gilmore of South Hiram
46- Narrow paetageway 14-Rowe
place
& Morrill Oo. were canning clams.
47- Paeeee
15-Capital of Norway
9-ln a row
and Mrs. Lena Seavey of Quincy,
Paramount Theatre for two years, is
Mrs. Oenevieve Frye and Edna
49-Sheep wool
17-A metal
10-Made a mistake
Mass., visited Mrs. Loren feel last
a very charming personage and plays
JO-Preflx. Very much 19-Breton (abbr.)
12- Soften in temper
Watts of Thomaston have been at
week.
13- Traditlonal retting 51-Make a miatake in 21-Maket lesa
all accompaniments, from opera arias
the
Frye
cottage
for
a
week.
23-Spire
dealing
place of Noah's
Miss Frances Roberts and friend of
to popular songs, entirely from mem
28-Tardier
Mr. Pushaw and family of West Boston have arrived at The Penguin
ark
54- Checka (abbr.)
ory tn perfect tune with Therrlen's
28Taut
•
55- Harmony
15- Over (Poet.)
Rockport were recently at Peck's for the summer.
voice and in all the singer's many
29- Klnd of fish
16- Lived
57-Reliea upon
Point.
30Female
doer
Mrs Varney of New Hampshire is
18-Bone of the body
59- Gradet
varied moods.
60- Pooeettive of Nero 34- Hardy
20-0ne who weight
Road Commissioner 8 H. Olson visiting her granddaughter Mrs.
Therrien comes to Rockland with a
35- Fear
22-Examlner
61- Benefltted
and H. J. Marshall are at work on Ashel Hupper.
background of vari.d experience not
36- Narrow tword
24- Played the lute
the Pleasant Point road.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson of
38-Want
VERTICAL
usually found In such a young singer
25- Portion
40- Choosee
27- A cubic metric
Eddie Meservey of Brookline, Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
A protege and personal friend of the
41- Part of the body
1- Siek
measure
i Mass. Is expected in town soon to Mrs. Herman Simmons.
great Caruso, his triumphs have taken
2- Placed In rows
(Pl.)
28- Raw metal (pi.)
• • • •
spend an indefinite time with his
42Staine
him to all corners of this* country and
3The
inside
29- Struck with a cant
44Reduee
in
rank
Jennie
E. Butler
uncle
William
Hall.
4Snaree
31Formerly
(Poet.)
Europe. His most popular contacts
45- Entice
5- Peruee
32- Speck
Schools ln town have closed.
Mrs
Jennie
(Harti
Butler, 70. widow
with the general public were made
48- Lateral parte
33- Not any
6- Ediet
Oscar Young and sister Emily of Laforest Butler, died June 5 at the
while he was a member of the cele
49- Happened
7- Exchanget
34- A rodent (pi.)
52-Syitem (abbr.)
Mitten of Dorchester, who arrived home of Norris Seavey, where she had
8- Ever (Poet.)
brated Roxy's Gang and his radio
37-Compact
9-To supply with air 53-Volcano in Italy
39-To be awaiting
here Friday, are now tn Saint John. been housekeeper for the past eight
appearances with this group were al
11-One who throws a 56-Laboratory (abbr,
settlement
N. B.. called there by the death of years. Mrs. Butler was born ln Port
ways hailed with delight.
dart
58-Turf
43-A Finnish island
their sister Mary Leeman, who Clyde. She leaves four daughters.
K
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
passed away after a brief illness.
Mrs. James Mank of Waldoboro. Mrs.
METHODIST "GRADS"
Many residents of this section Susie Snoot. Mrs. Leo Simmons of
WARREN
report loss from the frost, the first Belfast. Mrs. Bertha Frost of Thom
Pratt M. E. Church Very
The ladles of the Baptist circle will'
of last week, some gardens being In-e aston; two sons. Roy Butler of LewlsHandsomely Honors High serve their regular monthly supper
Jured to a great extent, almost be trn. Charles Butler of Clark Island;
Thursday at 5 30 standard. The com
School Students
yond hope, others whose gardens two sisters. Mrs. Electa Hopkins of
mittee. Mrs Emma Wyllie, Mrs. Carwere not as far matured, not suf Port Clyde and Mrs. Mary RaeklIff of
The annual supper of the Ladies' rie Butler and Miss Tena McCallum
fering so much. The heavy, killing Medfield. Mass.; a brother, Charles
All Warren schools with the excep
Aid of the Methodist Church honor
frost predicted for last Thursday Hart of Acton. Mass., and several
ing High School graduates who are tion of the grammar and high, en
night, was supplanted by the reverse, grandchildren, and many friends.
FunTral services were held ln the
Ibelng the hottest night thus for
affiliated with that church took place joyed picnics Friday, the last day of
school until next September. The pu
this season.
Baptist chapel Thursday afternoon,
last Wednesday, and was a delight
pils of Pleasantville school united
Rev. S. E. Packard of Boothbay offici
ful occasion. Vestry decorations fea with those of East Union picnicking r
ating. assisted by Rev. John Holman.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
tured a color scheme of green and at Crawford Lake. Members of the!
The floral tributes were very beauti
white, the class colors, and across one Anderson school went to Jefferson
ful. The bearers were Forest Davis,
end of the room was the class Lake for thetr outing.
Oerard
Hebert
of
Montreal
is
visit

stated meeting June 16. Members of
Charles
Cushman. Calvin Simmons
metto. "Our Today -The World To
ing Frederick Ellison at Wadsworth
Mrs R. E. Cutting returned Thurs the supper committee include Mrs. Point.
and Samuel Davis. Interment was in
morrow" in green letters on a white
day from a trip of several days I Laura Starrett, Mrs. Alice Watts,
Thomaston cemetery
background
Mrs. Evelyn Durant of Brooklyn. N.
through Nrw Hampshire, Vermont and ' Mr-’ Rosina Buber. Mrs. Grace
Directly in front of the platform
Wyllie. Mrs Laura Seavey and Miss Y . and Mrs Daisy Simmons of the
was the table for the graduates- Carada wlth hPr FOn Edward Cuttin«
EAST BOOTHBAY
Tena MacCallum. This will be the village were callers recently on Mrs.
of
South
Portland
Carol Gardner, valedictorian. CaroHattie Burns.
final meeting until next fall.
The Monday Club met last week
lyn McAllister. Mary Stockbridge.
Guests Friday of Mrs. G D Gould
Mr. and Mrs A. L. Burns and Mr with Mrs Everett Vannah
Supper guests Saturday of Mr and
Elizabeth Sukeforth. Carl Philbrook. j *ere Mrs Alice Spear and Mrs. HowMrs Chester Wyllie were Mr. and anc* M”- Norval Kraft recently at- I The W B.A. Club met with Mrs.
ard Waltz of Rockland.
Stanley Gay and Stanley Quinn.
Mrs. Clarence Peabody and Frank I tended a surprise party in Warren, Martin Dodge Thursday evening.
Also at this table were Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs Samuel E. Norwood,
at the Jiome of Emery Simmons.
Much sympathy is extended to Mr.
Mrs Brooks and Miss Mary Pike of Ralph Norwood and Mrs. Ella Lewis Peabody.
Mr and Mrs C. L. Fales and Mr and Mrs Alvah Bridges of 8outh
Members
of
the
primary
depart

the High School faculty. The table , attended the funeral services held
and Mrs Frank Miller attended the Bristol, whose two sons were drowned
appointments were in green, with a Thursday afternoon for Mrs. Fred ment and the cradle roll of the Con
graduation at Thomaston last Wed Saturday.
gregational
Sunday
School
and
their
fccuquet of white flowers flanked by Ludwig at her late home tn Washingnesday evening.
Albert Barlow, teacher at Wllllamt
green cardies.
ton Much sympathy is felt for her mothers will be entertained June 22
Nelson Stone visited relatives tn High. Oakland, returned home Sun
Flanking this table were two I bereaved family, especially for the at the church vestry.
day for the summer vacation.
, ethers—one for the parents of the younger children Patricia and Edward,
Homer Achorn of Hallowell and Thomaston last week.
The community was shocked and
The Friendship sign which has been
graduates and the other for young who have made friends here while son Leland of Springfield, Mass., were
proplc of the church recently arrived visiting their aunt Mrs 8 E. Norwood supper guests Saturday of Mr and set at the Cushing-Friendship line saddened to learn of the death of
heme Jrotn college for the summer.
by Wilbur Morse of the harbor is at Miss Helen Rice, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Starrett and son Ken- Mrs Ernest Achorn.
Mrs. Will Rice, which occurred Sun
These fables were also attractively ne'.i of Providence have been guests
tracting much attention.
day morning. June 11. Miss Rice
decorated At the former were seated
A.
A.
Orne
has
been
shingling
the
WASHINGTON
of Mr and Mrs. Ernest G. Starrett
had
been in ill health for some time,
Mr. and Mrs. George W Gay, Mr.
house of Benjamin Lasko.
the past few days, coming to attend
and
confined to her bed the greater
and Mrs Harold Philbrook. Mr and
Several of the men were employed
the graduation exercises Thursday.
The High School graduating exer
part of the past year.
Mis. Frank Gardner, and Mrs. Grace
last
week
on
the
highway,
sand
be

cises
were
held
at
the
church
June
Douglas Starrett, son of Mr and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grover of
Jameson; also Leroy Chatto, Sun
ing hauled on the Lawry and village
Ernest O. Starrett. being a memoer 6 and were well attended.
Sanford who were recently married,
day school superintendent. At the
roads
which
are
to
be
tarred.
of the graduating class.
Mrs Ralph Ludwig of New York
were guest* June 5 of his sister Mrs.
other table were Robert Gregory,
Al Young of Cushing has been tri'
Edwin Emerson of Portland Joined city is tn town called by the sudden
Everett Barlow and family.
Kenneth Orcutt, Alvary Oay. Mar
this
place
daily
the
past
week
ln
iMr. and Mrs. Leon Dcnsmore and
guerite deRcchemant, Helen Mattson his family here for a few days last death of her slster-tn-law Mrs. Ina charge of the work on the road that is
Ludwig.
daughter Dorothy visited Mr. and Mrs.
and her guest. Miss Celia Vara, of week
under construction for tar.
All schools ln town are closed, the
The Warren Poultry Producers' Pro
Waban, Mass.
Charles Van Horn Friday.
At the close of the supper hour tective Association met Monday eve- grammar and primary closing June
The annual Boothbay Prize Speak
WEST PENOBSCOT
ing Contest which was held Thursday
! Mr Brooks spoke to the young peo- ning of last week with Mr. and Mrs. 9. having a program, and visitors
pie in a feeling manner, his sincere F. Jameson, for their annual session, present.
evening in the C. U. hail was enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Bowden were by a large company. The speaking
It ts with regret that Bhe people
, ri marks making a deep impression. with ten members present. The same
A charming entertainment was officers as last year were re-elected. of Washington hear that Miss Ber recent callers at the home of Mrs. was excellent and prizes were awarded
to Miss Frelda Hodgdon and Thurlow
I taged under the direction of Miss The association also has the same di nice Beechy. principal, and Oordan Raymond York.
Augustus and Melvin York have Farmer.
Madlcne Rogers, consisting of skits, rectors as last year.
Marr, assistant, of the High School
Miss Muriel Hodgdon of Bristol, R.
ifcitatlcns and musical selections by
had hard luck with their salmon
Mr. and Mrs. William Barrows have are not rfturntng next term.
| 18 small children largely drawn from returned from a visit with relatives
weirs. Two of them were wrecked hy I., is visiting at the home of Mr. and
• • • •
Mrs Charles Hodgdon.
' her school 'Orade III, Tyler Build- and friends in Medford and vicinity.
the recent very high tide.
Mrs. Ina Lodwig
Miss Thelma McKown of Southport
! irgi. The little folks were also speMrs. Augustus York was a visitor
David Hill called the chemical early
I rial guests at supper and made a
Everyone ln the community is
spent the weekend at the home of
Wednesday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
3unday morning to a chimney fire al
saddened by the sudden death of
pretty picture seated around one of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Barlow.
Frank Webster.
his home at West Warren. No dam
the kindergarten tables in an adjoin
Mrs. Ina Ludwig, who will be great
Those attending the graduation ex
age was done, and it was found not
Mrs. Fred Bowden is confined to ercises at Gould Academy. Bethel,
ing cla's room. Thetr table, too, was
ly missed by all who knew her. She
necessary to use the chemical.
festively decorated.
was ever ready with a helping hand her bed by trouble with one of hef were Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Ooudy.
Charles Wilson has been soloist the
Mrs. H. V. Tweedle as chairman
Carle Lewis. James Chesebro, Albert
and her sunny disposition won for ankles
past two Sundays at the Congrega
Melvin York was In Castine Wed Barlow and Joseph McKown.
was assisted by Mrs A. G. Dolliver.
her a great many friends. 8he was
nesday.
' Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Mrs. A. W. tional Church.
About 35 members of Crescent
Mr. and Mrs A. K Russell of Ells a past worthy matron of Fond-duGregory. Mrs. George Orcutt, Mrs
Chapter, O,ES., greatly enjoyed the
Lac
Chapter.
OES.,
and
at
the
time
The
school
children
had
a
picnic
Charles Winslow. Mrs. Gershom Rol worth were overnight guests Friday oi of her death held the office of Electa; dinner Saturday at the Ciement weenie roast at Ocean Point last Tues
lins. Mrs Maynard Marston, Mrs. Mrs. Ilda Russell and Mrs. Carrie also president of the Ladles' Oulld. Beach.
day evening.
Sherman Eaton, Miss Eva Rogers, Smith.
Mr and Mrs. E W. Osgood Of
and
will
be
greatly
missed
in
that
Earl Gott and Raymond
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons, son
Mrs. Ruth Hoch. Mrs. Buswell and
Parker
Head were visitors Sunday at
Sherman and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence society. The funeral was held at planted their potatoes last Tuesday, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Mrs. Charles Ellis.
the
home
June
8.
There
was
a
large
Dolham and Mrs Ina Harding en
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Winchester Barlow. They were accompanied by
joyed a motor trip Sunday to Cooper's attendance of the members of Fond- have returned to Bucksport.
A UNIQUE ROAD SIGN
Mrs Robert Barlow and son Robert
Mills, where they called on Mrs. Hat du-Lac Chapter in a body, Mrs
who had visited them for two weeks.
Ludwig
leaves
a
devoted
family,
her
Mrs
Hamllton
<>'
Po
™
a
"<l
»•'
virtlOne of the most unique road signs tie Clifford, mother of Mrs. Dolham.
tan be seen at the town line of going thence to Liberty, Augusta and husband Fred Ludwig, two daughters j in<? her ‘son Pcrley Pa*c
CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Evelyn Lancaster and Patricia
1^on Bow<ien and family have
Friendship, after leaving the town of Belfast.
Waldoboro and it is attracting much
Charles Wilson baritone and Ludwig, three sons Charles, Floyd moved lnl° th<' Oscar Bowden house;
Charles Butler received news last
Mrs. Mary Perry Is to have the week of the death of his mother.
attention. It 1s the picture ol the Chester Wyllie. tenor, will be heard and Edward. The floral offerings
school for the coming year. M(B, Mrs. Jennie C. Butler, which oc
original Friendship sloop and was Wednesday evening- from station were beautiful and profuse.
Pcrdy is planning a trip to CalifoTn curred at the home of Norris Seavey
drawn by Wilbur Morse, the well I WLBZ at Bangor at 6.45 daylight,
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
nia to visit her mother whom she hf< at Port Clyde. Much sympathy Is
known boat builder. A Rockland singing In connection with the RainSTEAMBOAT CO.
not seen for 20 years.
man did the painting, which is in bow Hour.
extended to the family.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
colors, and it is certainly a fine piece
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore and
Stenmer lexvea Swan s Islanc at 5 34
Mrs. James Caven remains about
A.
M
Stonington
5
25.
North
Haven
7.35.
of work. Not only does it represent daughter Theresa Huntley were Vinalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
Apparently the Jap6 haven't cap the same in health.
the town in a very artistic way, but guests Sunday of Charles Towle in land about 9.39.
Nellie, little daughter of Mr. and
Return—Leavee Rockland at 1.MI P. M, tured much country south of the
also is a reminder of the business of Appleton.
Vinalhaven 3.45, North Haven 5.30. Ston Oreat Wall. At least they haven't de Mrs. Wilbur Allen, was operated on
at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan’s
boat building, for which the Morse
A six o’clock supper will be served ington
manded any apologies from the Chi for tonsil and adenoid difficulty last
Island about 5.00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON. nese—Arkansas Oazette.
Bras are so widely known,
by Ivy Chapter. OES. at thetr next
Wednesday at Knox Hospital.
. 130-tl

Presenting a song cycle of wcll-sc- j
lected numbers, ranging from operatic
and semi-classical to popular hits ot
the day. Therrien, the famous tenor. I
begins a two day engagement Wed-1
nesday at Strand Theatre.
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Every-Other-Day

chowder, baked beans, sandwiches,
UNION
hall. The proceeds wlll be used to
PLEASANT POINT
WALDOBORO
FRIENDSHIP
pickles, coffee and pies and cakes of
defray expenses of the Church Vaca
,
----- T
The Community Club of Union Is
Dr. J. E. Tibbetts of Rockland and
Dr. P. D. Cadieu has moved his The averages in all studies for the all kinds. The weather was perfect
Mrs. Blapche Ellsworth was the tion School.
guest Thursday afternoon of the
The School Board has announced household goods to Marblehead. Mass., year in grades nine and ten of the for the occasion and the genial Boston made a business trip to this Invited to a picnic at Lincoln Terrace,
Newcastle, as guests of Mrs. Perry
Friendship Junior High School are: hostesses, assisted by Mrs. Rufus place Saturday.
Congregational Missionary Society the following changes ln the teach and will reside there.
Burt Carter left Friday for a few who spoke so entertainingly of her
(Mrs. Lilla M. Blaney, who was in Herbert Benner, grade 10, 89.48; Condon and Mrs. Roscoe Simmons,
held at the home of Mrs. Laforest ing staff for the coming year: Mrs.
rock garden at a recent club meeting.
Elizabeth Osier, grade 9, 88.99; Letha succeeded admirably in making It a weeks' stay tn Ellsworth.
Thurston in Rockland. Mrs. E. M. Veda Brown who has been teaching Bath for a week, has returned.
Tired Every Morning—Lydia
Miss Gladys Seavey of Portland is The date is June 15. All who have
Lawrence was the speaker and Mrs. at the West Rockport school will be
Sixteen members of the Waldoboro Carter, 10, 87.6; Laura Murphy, 9. very happy day for all the guests.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
Vivian Hewett sang the Maine song transferred to the third and fourth Woman's Club attended the meeting 86.5; Madeline Miller, 9, 86.5; Lyle
Mrs. Claude Patch of *8toneham. spending a vacation with her parents room for club members ln their cars
pound Helped Her to Sleep
written by Mrs. Ellsworth, "When grade. East Side, and Miss Edith of the Lincoln County Union of Wom Burns, 9. 84.99; Madeline Bradford, 9. Mass., has arrived at her Davis Point Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Seavey Miss or those who desire transportation
Seavey has been at State Street Hos- | fhould notify Mrs. Della Morton who |
Cummer Comes to Main? Again.'
Wall, the former teacher, wlll fill the en’s Clubs Friday In Wiscasset. They 84. 95; Stanley Simmons, 10, 83.29; | home for the summer.
Earle Achorn and Keith Crockett place vacated by Mrs. Brown at West were Mrs. A. L. Shorey, Mrs Margaret Eileen Havener, 9, 79.75; Bernard! Mr. and Mrs. George E. Newbert pital taking nurses' training the past! jg (he chairman of this picnic meet-j
are nt home from Gorham Normal Rockport; Miss Doris Ballard, who Bond, Mrs B. O. Miller, Mrs. S. H. Brow, 10, 78.25; Cora Havener, 9, of Warren spent Sunday with Mr. two years.
ing.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morse of
School for the summer vacation
will this week be graduated from the Weston. Mrs. J. B. Nicholson, Mrs. J. 76.5; Annie Wallace, 9, 76.02; Gert and Mrs. George Walker at Camp
Thomaston
visited
Mrs.
Albion
Morse
Mrs. Florence Lockhart house U. of M., has been elected to fill the H. Lovell, Mrs. L. T. Weston, Mrs. C. rude Miller, 10, 71 44
Galashiels.
Woman's Community Club
keeper at the Curtis' Institute of vacancy at the High School caused B Stahl, Mrs. W. H. Hahn, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Spear and I Mr and Mrs. George Weaver and Sunday.
The last regular meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Norton ol
Music, arrived from Philadelphia by the resignation of Mrs. Kora Louise Jackson, Mrs. Harry Magee, Miss Pauline Spear of Brookline, json
'*’«* the weekend
Woman's Community Club for 1932Monday and will again have charge Farmer, English teacher The other Mrs. Kenneth Weston, Mrs. W. O. Mass., arrived last Thursday at their wlth his P*rente Mr- and
Her- Rockland were recent, callers on
33. held May 23, was a most interest
friends In this place.
of the Community House this season. vacancy in the High School caused by Labe. Mrs. Charles Stenger, Mrs. J. summer home on Davis Point.
hert Weavering and educational one, the subject
Mr. and Mrs. August Sweetland of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lufkin of RockMrs. Charles Lane Jr. returned the election of Miss Margaret Hellier T. Gay and Mrs. Carrie Cassell.
Frank Booth of Newton. Mass., was , Boston were at their summer home
for the day being "Arts and Crafts."
• ••■■«•
and visited Mr. and Mrs. James
“ I could not get a good night’s sleep
Friday from Knox Hospital where to the teaching staff of Rockland
in town last Thursday.
Mrs. Marion Alden, the chairman, for over twelve months. Every morn
i at Martin's Point over the weekend Seavey Sunday of last week.
she has been a patient the past two High, has not as yet been filled.
Observed Ladles’ Night
had the following splendid papers pre ing I was very tired. Since I took the
Preparations are being made to tar
Leete Stone of Freeport was ln
• • • «
School in this district closed Friday
weeks.
The Lions Club observed ladles'
pared, on Mosaics, Batiks, Hooked Vegetable Compound, I sleep much
the road from Goose River through town recently.
after
a
successful
term
taught
by
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. D . A. Whitmore,
better, nnd get tnrough my work more
An Occasion Much Appreciated
night at their last meeting and also
Rugs.
Early American Pottery and easily. 1 am sixty-one years old and I
the
village
to
the
Cushing
town
line
Miss
Kay
Turner
of
Thomaston
Edith Stevens. Saturday the school.
daughter Lillian and Mr. and Mrs.
The graduation ball of the class of had as honor guests the eight highest
Life
and
Works
of
Fritz
Krelsler
which
look after a sixteen room rooming
Capt. John Brown of Thomaston has taken a summer camp at Mar with a few Invited friends motored to
L. W. Ames and daughter Leona 1933, R.H.S. held Friday evening at ranking boys and girls in the Waldo
house l>eside doing the cooking for my>
were
read
by
Mrs.
Grace
Williams.
tin's
Point.
Oakland Park where they enjoyed a
spent the weekend in Lewiston visit Town hall was a very successful and boro High School, Earle Spear, prin was a visitor in town recently.
self and husband.”— Mrs. A. HalliEdith Cameron. Avis Nichols. Bernice well, 517So.Main,St..Fall River,Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow’ and
ing relatives.
picnic.
enjoyable affair, with large attend cipal, John Redman, Junior high mas
If you arc restless and nervous, take
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs R. E. Dunn of Thom Payson and Marion Alden, respective
Invitations have been issued for ance. The dainty evening gowns ter. Miss Alma Glidden and Mrs. Miss Mary Rogers motored to Port
ly. Mrs. Edna McKinley gave a pleas Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comthe annual banquet and business worn by the young ladies added Gwendolyn Trefethen, assistants. land Thursday.
Miss Golda Boynton of Liberty was aston are at thetr farm here.
iund. It quiets the nerves and brings
The Pythian Sisters are to serve a ' ca,]ing on fnends in this place Wedmeeting of the R.H5. Alumni Asso much to the beauty of the occasion King Lion Lawrence T. Weston pre
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Coombs. Miss ing account of her visit to the Ring
ic!-. eound, refreshing Bleep.
ling
Art
Museum
in
6t.
Petersburg,
Marion Coombs and F. 8. Stone mo
ciation to be held at Masonic hall and made a colorful picture on the sided in an able manner, greeting the baked bean supper at the K. of P. hall RPSday.
Wednesday at 6 30 p. m. An interest floor. Music was furnished by the guests and introducing Dean Ernest June 16, at 5.30 p. m. The public is' Mrs Hazle B. Perry and daughter tored to Gloucester. Mass., last Wed and at the close of the meeting a
song was sung, after which the
TREMONT
i were Wednesday visitors of Mrs. nesday.
ing program has been arranged. It CAR. Student Orchestra with Miss Marriner of Colby College,, who gave Invited.
hostesses. Lizzie Hawes, Charlotte
Dancing
will
be
resumed
at
the
ollvp
Cargill
in
Warren,
also
calling
is hoped to make the attendance this Ruth Miller at the piano.
Capt.
J.
O.
Chadwick
and
L.
W.
a spirited address, speaking especial
Hawes and Florence Thurston served
Funeral services for Rev. Benjamin
year larger than ever. Harbor Light
This ball was a gift to the senior ly to the students of the life before Playhouse next Saturday. Norman | on Mrs. Minerva Frost in Rockland Chadwick enjoyed an automobile trip refreshments.
Pierce's
orchestra
of
Augusta
will
furand
friends
j
n
Thomaston,
Gott were held June 7 at the home of
Chapter will serve the banquet
last
week
which
took
them
to
the
Class from Edwin Simmons, citizen them. Mrs. J. B. Nicholson sang de
It was decided at the business scs-, hls brothpr John Gott Rpv Pprry L.
D. A. Whitmore, boat builder, de of the town and a friend to all the lightfully and little Mary Stafford en nish music.
Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody and sqn White Mountains, Dover and Con
livered a double-ender of his own students through his close associa
Miss Beatrice Havener. Miss Eliza- Warren were weekend guests of rela- cord. N. H. They also visited Port slon to have three picnics during the Smith officiated, assisted by Mrs.
tertained In a charming manner. Miss
summer, the first to be held June 15 Clarence Smith.
beth G. Winchenpaw, Harry Burns tlveg ln Augusta.
construction Saturday at Rockland tions with them during their aohool
land and other places of Interest.
Gretchen Waltz accompanying them
for Rackltff Ac Witham. and a row career, he being in charge of the
and Nathan Thompson were members
Mrs Lillian Gardiner of Hartford,
Capt. and Mrs. Oeorge Horton en at Mrs. Perry's home at Lincoln Ter
Frlentte of Mr. and Mrs. Shirley
on the piano A letter was received
boat to Bear Lake for Warren S. Town hall, where all the school fes
of the graduating class of Thomaston conn., and Mrs. Arthur Grover and tertained at Camp Reposo during the race. Newcastle.
Kelley are glad to have them home
from the Red Cross Chapter of Au
These officers were elected; Presi
Shaw of Lewiston.
I child of Rockland are guests at B past week: William Stanley, Miss
again. They returned last week after
tivities are held. On learning that burn, acknowledging the gifts of High School Wednesday evening
dent. Mrs. Lizzie Hawes; vice presi
Myron
S.
Simmons
was
a
member
l. Whitney's.
Daisy
Stanley.
Mrs.
Vlca
Albee,
Mrs.
living ln Oakland the last eight years.
this class must give up the idea of a clothing and bedding sent them by the
Robert and Randall Rich of West graduation ball, owing to the fact
of the graduating class, Thomaston
Miss Lizzie Puller is in ill health.
Melvina Crawford. Mrs. Lena Merrill dents. Mrs. Ethel Griffin and Mrs.
Mrs. Julia Newman who has been
organization
High School, last Wednesday eve-1 b L Whitney and son Lawrence at- and Leslie Dow, all of Rockland, and Mary Barker; secretary, Mrs. Edna 111 is now improving.
brook were in town Thursday to at that the class funds were tied up ln
A report was given of the attend nlng.
McKinley
(temporary);
treasurer.
1
tended
the
graduation
exercises
of
tend the Commencement exercises closed banks, Mr. Simmons' generous
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Daggett of Glens
ance <contest recently conducted.
Miss Alberta Kelley entertained the
Mrs. Minnie Matthews; executive
Mrs. William H. Hahn and Miss Rockport High School and were Falls. N Y.
of R.HS. WhUe here they were heart responded to the situation and
Ernest ritggs' team won the highest
ladles'
aid last week with 14 present.
committee,
Mrs.
Josephine
Bessey
Alma Johnson attended graduation overnight guests of relatives there,
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs he at once stated he would take care
The next meeting will be with Mrs.
honor and the defeated team cap exercises at Oak Grove Seminary, | The W.C.T.U. met Friday altcrand
Edllh
Bowes.
C. A. Cavanaugh.
SOMERVILLE
of that, and began laying the plans
Iona Sawyer.
The Church Vacation Schoo! which culminated so successfully that tained by John T. Gay will entertain Vassalboro. Saturday morning. Mrs noon with Adna Pitman nine memthe winners at the next meeting. The Hahn's niece, Miss Flora Colson, of bers and two visitors present. There
Mrs Julia Thurston of Portland is
Miss Marie Turner recently visited Mills and Mr. Smallwood of Camden
opened Monday morning at the Bap evening.
menu included fruit cup. roasted Rockland was a member of the class were reports from various superin- with Miss Marcia Hlsler of Weeks' were ln town Wednesday.
spending the summer with her son
tist Church and will continue for
More than 100 were Invited from
Mrs. Ellis H. Lawry and Miss Eda | tendents and delegates appointed to Mills.
E H. Phllbrlck and H Bowden of Fred Thurston.
two weeks. All children of the com Rockland. Camden and other nearby chicken, whipped potatoes, green
Roland Barker of Waterville was Rockland were recently calling on
Among the shopping visitors ln
munity are privileged to attend. places to be his guests, and no details beans, ice cream and coffee. There Lawry entertained 83 members and attend the county convention in
friends here and at Weeks' Mills.
Bangor last Tliursday from this place
There will be study periods, play were overlooked that could add to were 40 members and guests present. friends of the local Baptist circle and Union next Wednesday. It was voted in town last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ervlng and
-----------------were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harding,
periods, classes in handwork and their enjoyment. Deep appreciation The student guests of honor were ladles' aid and the two South Waldo to continue the meetings through
Misses Phyllis Ludwig. Martha Luce,
The Government has crossed thr Mrs. Sidney Wallace, Capt and Mrs.
July and August, not suspending nephew Francis were recent visit
many other interesting features.
is felt toward Mr Simmons not only Margaret Stahl and Ida Winchen- boro circles Thursday at a picnic din
gold eagle with the homing pigeon — John Latty and Mr and Mrs. Leslie
ner at their Forest Lake cottage. The them as has been done In some years ors at F. A. Turner's.
Principal Snow and family are in by the members of the class and the
, Rich.
Deputy Warden Foster of Cooper's Cincinnati Enquirer.
St. George where they will spend the townspeople at large, but by all who bach, and Louis Bolssonneault, Sher menu consisted of fish chowder, clam past
---—" ■
■ _______ ■_.
summer at their farm. He will re were privileged to share his hospi man Vannah, Robert McLain and
Richard Benner.
turn in the fall to resume his teach tality.
ing duties at the High School.
WEST WALDOBORO
The Baptist Sunday School ob
VINALHAVEN
served Childfen's Day with a pro
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannaih and
gram directed by Mrs. G. F. Currier.
Frank Thomas returned Saturday 9on Sherman of South Waldoboro
A pageant "God’s Garden" was the from Boston.
were guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
.principal feature and was weU pre
Miss Lillian Baker of Rockland Is Alton Wlnchenbach.
sented. The tiny tote were attrac
the guest of Mr and Mrs. Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Wlnchenbach
tively costumed wearing crepe paper
Carver
and two daughters with Mr. and Mrs.
caps and shoulder bands to cot re
A Girl Scout ceremonial meeting William Thome and daughter of
spond to the characters which they
was
held at Union Church vestry Gross Neck motored to Round Pond
represented, sunbeams tn yellow,
raindrops in grey, trees and grasses Thursday night. The three tender Sunday.
Miss Celestian Wellman has re
in green, the boys representing trees foots were Doris Eisner, Alice Burgess,
carrying large, leafy branches and OHve Amiro. Four Scouts. Ruth Ly turned home from the Memorial
flowers in variegated caps. Other ford, Miriam Oreenleaf, Louise Bur Hospital in Damariscotta.
"Pontiac makes a
"Pontiac's appear
Mrs. Sarah Eugley of Waldoboro
characters in costume were Heralds, gess and Nita Eisner received second
VERYBODY is talking Pontiac this year.
hit with me because
ance makes me feet
was
guest
Sunday
of
Mrs.
Clifford
!
class
badges
represented by Clarence Butler and
of its Straight Eight
proud ol it—it is ao
Why? We should like to tell you what
Miss Lucinda Cole led the 8enlor Wlnchenbach.
performance. I get
Carroll Richards; summer, Arlene
smart and trim—
we
believe
are
some
of
the
reasons.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wlnchenbach
away first every
very modern."
Tomlnski; Childrens Day, Mildred Christian Endeavor meeting Sunday
Different people like it for different quali
and family visited relatives ln Medo
time."
Butler; Truth, Mary Reed; Service, night.
mak recently.
ties. The artist, for example, stresses its
Doris Tomlnski;
Praise, Norma
Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Oross have
Mr. and Mrs Aaron Nash and Mr
appearance. The business man is impressed
Smallwood. Recitations were also returned from thetr honeymoon trip
by its durability and economy. Others espe
given by Junior Smallwood, Myrtle
The Butterflies met Friday with and Mrs. Charles Kaler motored to
Belfast
last
Thursday.
cially
like its roomy comfort and its safety.
Andrews, Gerald Richards, Mary Mrs. William Burns at an all-day ses
Miss Esther Aulis who has em
A boy or a girl is thrilled by nothing so much
Reed, Carroll Richards, and an exer sion. Five comforters were tied and
as its performance.
cise by Thedessa and Charlie Weed. made. Those present: Mrs. Rebecca ployment in Damariscotta visited
Miss Tlialice Spear was accom Arey, Mrs. Annie Patrick, Mrs. Sada Sunday with her parents Mr. and Mrs
Yet none of these people would be satisfied
Lawrence Aulis.
panist.
Cobb, Mrs. Evelyn Patrick, Mrs. Mag
with
a car that had only the one feature they
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kuhn and
gie Leadbetter and Mrs Margie Chlltalk
about.
G. O. Winslow were Portland visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kononen of F1U- les.
Even the man who talks most about his
last
Tuesday.
wililam Depot. N H. and Mr. and
Herbert Sanborn returned Monday
car
’s pick-upand speed, also wan tsdurability,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Light
of
Mrs. Trygve Heistad of Dover-Fox- from Chicago.
comfort,
safety, appearance and economy.
Winslow's
Mills
were
tn
Bhis
place
croft, have been visiting at the home
Mrs. Abby Roberts has arrived at
Sunday
of Hans Heistad. coming here to at Eastholm.
That’s Balanced Value—and that Is why
Benjamin Kaler who has been very
tend the graduation exercises of their
everybody is talking Pontiac this year.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Carver, Mr. and
sister. Miss Solveig Heistad.
Mrs. Albert Carver and children 111 is improving slowly.
Ask any Pontiac owner. Any Pontiac
"I like my new Pon
Mrs. Mary Creamer was guest of I
Thursday evening at the Baptist Marilyn. Ruth and Albert, Jr., spent
I like it because its
dealer
will gladly give you a demonstration.
tiac because I use it
weight and strength
Church Rev Arthur Page, Who for the weekend at thetr summer home Mrs. Dewey Wlnchenbach Thursday
in business every
Drive
it
yourself.
Try
it
out
in
any
way
you
and
also
visited
Mrs
Mertle
Booth
make
me
fee!
safe
many years has been engaged ln at Crockett's river.
day, and I need a
can think of. Once you do that, we know
and it is so comfort
missionary work at Swatow, China,
car that's got dura
Edward White has returned from and Mrs. Nettle Wlnchenbach.
able and easy-rid
you’ll agree that Pontiac deserves its success.
Clifford Wlnchenbach has been
bility enough to
will have charge of the service, giving Hebron.
ing."
It’s a General Motors Value—a car you'll
■take it.’ ”
a talk on his experiences ln bhe Near
Basil Stinson of the Rockland A confined to hls home with an Injured
like to own and drive.
East.
Vinalhaven Steamboat Co., was in foot caused by a log falling on it.
Mr and Mrs. John Johannson and
Mrs. Agnes Upham of Quincy, town Friday.
Remember it takes all of these qualities:
Mass. who Is visiting tn town for
Economy — Durability — Comfort Safety —
Mrs Effie Wood of Belfast called daughter Marjorie were visitors in
Waterville Thursday.
two weeks, was guest Saturday of Saturday on friends here.
Performance—Appearance (not some of
Mrs. Oeorge Hyler.
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Rule and young
them) to make a modern car.
The Swastika Club of Rockland of son Wtlford of Boston arrived Satur
TENANT'S HARBOR
which Miss Marion Upham , is a day and are guests of Mrs. James
Mr. and 'Mrs. Nicholus Falla ol
member, enjoyed a chicken supper Dickenson.
Brockton
were called here by the Ill
Monday night at Community Sweet
Mrs. Elizabeth Wahlman and
Shop, afterward going to the home daughter Ruth came here Wednesday ness of their son Emil. He is now re
ported as Improving.
of Miss Helena Huntley for bridge
from Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Davidson. Mr.
The pupils of the West Rockport
Miss Kathleen Cotter arrived Sat
and Mrs. Nevers, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
school, under the direction of their urday from Augusta.
teacher, Mrs. Veda Brown, and
Mrs. William Lawry and Mrs. Frca Holbrook and Mr. and Mrs R. J. Memusic Instructor. Mrs. Esther Rogers, K. Coombs returned Saturday from Kensie are occupying their summer
cottages here.
wdll repeat on Friday evening at the a visit tn Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sheerer and Mrs
Baptist Church the playlet, "Nature's
Baccalaureate services at Union
Carden." which they recently pre Church Sunday attracted the usual Treet and son Oren were recently
sented at the West Rockport Grange large congregation. The senior class visitors at W. E. Sheerer's.
Friends of Mrs. Fred W. Barton will
Vinalhaven High School, and thTee
be pleased to hear that she Is making
undergraduate classes marched to
IF YOU SMOKE TOO MUCH
good recovery after her second opera
WATCH YOUR STOMACH thetr seats, marshalled by Allen Mid tion at Knox Hospital.
dleton. The platform was artistically
For quick relief from Indigestion
Alfred Hocking has returned from
and upset stomach due to excessive decorated with plants and cut flow a four-day fishing trip to Moosehead
ers.
The
pastor,
Rev
N.
F.
Atwood
smoking try Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets
Don't stop smoking, Just use Adla preached an able sermon on "What Lake. He reports a good time and
Tablets. C. H Moor & Company the World Owes Us, and What We a big catch.
Druggists.
•
Mr and Mrs. John Hope of Wal
Owe the World." Mrs. Joseph Kit
tham and Mrs. Mabel Reese and
tredge was soloist and there were spe
daughter of Bedford were recent
cial selections by the choir witih Mrs.
ZZ\///l/
Elliott Hall at th eorgan. Commence guests of Mr. and Mrs. Allan Conary.
Baccalaureate services were held ln
ment exercises will be held Thursday
the Baptist Church Sunday evening.
evening at 7 o’clock ln Memorial hall.
The Baptist Sewing Circle Is plan
ning a public supper for July.
Since 1840 this firm has faiums".
served the families of Knox County
Gilchrest
Summer people arriving ln town
LADY ATTENDANT
Monumental Works are anioxus for "Ruth’s" place to
Day Telephone 450—711*1
Main Street
open, as she sells her mother’s fa
Thbmaeton, Main*
mous pies, cakes, etc. Cheer up!
BURPEE’S
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Ruth's winning smile will greet you
BOCKLAND,
Telephone Connection
after graduation—adv.

COULD NOT GET
A NIGHT’S REST
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THOMASTON
The junior choir of the Baptist
Ohurch picnicked at South Pond
Priday as a farewell to their presi
dent, Cecil Day, who went to Mon
hegan Monday for the summer.
Others in the party were Belle
Coates, Marian Felt, Cleora Condon.
Carlene Davis. iCuth Butler Estelle
Moore, Marie Clark, Kathleen An
derson, Hester Foster Richard Moore.
Lewis Tabbutt. Richard Paquin. Er
nest Hoffses and Frederick Elwell.
Through a misunderstanding two
members. Olive Rowell and Anna
Severance went on to Jefferson Lak"
where they spent the day.
Mrs. Minnie Newbert attended the
graduation of her cousins, Miss
1 uthera Burton and Leroy Burton, at
University of Maine Monday.
Mrs. Lucy Sillery was Sunday
dinner guest of Mrs. Minnie Wilson
Ernest Spear has moved from Mrs.

visiting his mother Mrs. Minnie Wil
son, has returned to Boston to rejoin
his ship which is sailing for the west
coast.
Adelbert Benner who transports
the pupils to the public schools, gave
an outing to them at South Pond re
cently. Parents of the children
went as chaperones. Mr. Benner
takes much interest in children.
Mrs. Edwin Smith came Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn from Portland and will occupy her
and daughter Eloise, and Miss Har rooms at the Knox Hotel for the
riet M. Dunn werp weekend guests summer.
/
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry McOunigle
Do not forget to see “Sardines,"
at Falmouth Foreside.
and “A Midnight Fantasy,” given by
There will be a meeting of the the Beta Alpha Club. The cast conmembers of the T.HS. graduating ;ists of Thomaston's best talent
class at Elizabeth Woodcock's next ecached by Mrs. Amos Stone Mills.
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock. It The sweet little fantasy featuring
is important that everyone be pres two of Thomaston's young ladies.
ent. or notify some member if un Misses Marjorie Mills and Betty
able to attend but interested.
Brown, is well worth seeing. The
Woodrow Wilson, quartermaster on proceeds from these plays finds the
the steamship Iowan, who has been way to homes where aid is needed.

Ada Smith's house, corner of Main
and Dwight streets, to Mrs. Luce's
bungalow’, Erin street.
Mr. Libby w’ho will have charge of
the leather cutters at the J. B. Pear
son & Co. factory, arrived Saturday,
and is at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
J Emerson Watts. This department
is expected when fully established to
employ seven cutters, a part of whom
will probably be local men.

What
an
opportunity

to get a

G-E
When OTHER PRICES ARE SHOWING

Just

AN UPTREND I

AMAZING PRICE REDUCTIONS

ON NEW G E MODELS
Was

Sow

HE 5
HE 7

$145
190

$135

•HX 47

165
255

Model

»HT 70

The new lower priees on
General Electric refrigerators
will not hold indefinitely.
Now’s your chance to get the
aristocrat of refrigerators at
BARGAIN PRICES.

175
•

159
230

New G E Junior $115.50
* 4-Year Guarantee

You may purchase on our popular
budget plan.
Just a small payment
down, the balance monthly with your
service bill. Enjoy for a lifetime this
finest of refrigerators—famous for it*
minimum service trouble and low
operating cost.

These are all brand new 1933 models
. . . equipped with the latest, standard
G E features: Famous Monitor Top
Mechanism; Full 4-Year Guarantee by
the General Electric Company; All
Steel Cabinet; Sliding Shelves (except
on 4-ft. size) ... All Sizes Available.

Call at our nearest store at once . .. the price rise

may be rapid in the next few weeks.

CEHTRAt4^AI N E
POWEI^COMPAHY

START

YOUR

ELECTRIC

ALL

HOME

STEP

BY

STEP

Remember the date-^June 14. tlie
place—Baptist vestry, the time—8
p. m. and the admission—25 cents.
The sermon at the Federated
Church Sunday morning was on
"The Heart of Israel,” noting the
appeal made by the Psalms to hu
manity through the years, and the
triumph of faith and trust over
doubt, sorrow and death. The scrip
ture reading was the 24th Psalm, and
the anthem “Victory.'’ White lilacs
made effective decorations. In the
evening the interesting study of "ReThinking Missions" was continued,
dealing with rural missions particu
larly in China.
"Everywhere A Song" is the theme
of the pageant to be presented at
thc Federated Church next Sunday
morning at 11 by the Sunday School
in observance of Children’s Day. A
rehearsal will be held Tuesday alt
ernoon, and the boys and girls in
the senior, intermediate and junior
departments are asked to be at the
vestry at 1 o'clock, the beginners at
2.30 and the primary at 3 30.
• • • •
Grace Chapter, OES. will observe
its anniversary Wednesday evening.
Preparations are being made for a
large attendance and pleasant ttme
Orient Chapter of Union and Ponddu-Lac Chapter of Washington wlll
be guests. Supper will be served at
6 o'clock in the banquet hall. Exem
pliflcation of ritualistic work, and the
emblematic star will be portrayed in
poems and songs. The following
members will have part: Helen Hallo
well, Madolyn Spear, Avis Brasier.
Blanche Vose. Marian Grafton, Lena
Delano, Ralph Carroll. Leah Davis
and Hattie Hastings will sing a duet.
Committee on supper, Aleola Watts
chairman, Dora Robinson, Mary
Jones, Lucy Sillery. Minnie Andrews;
Helen Studley. chairman of wait
resses; table decorations. Leah Davis
and Avis Brasier.
Walter Hastings and family, Wal
ter Stackpole and family and Mr
and Mrs. ’William Hastings spent
Sunday at Frank D. Hathorn’s cot
tage at Stone's Point.
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E.
Church will meet in an all-day ses
sion. Wednesday with Mrs. Frank
Hathom. A picnic dinner at noon.
Mrs. Henry P Starrett, daughter
Virginia and sons William and Rich
ard of Washington, D. C. arrived here
Sunday and are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
E. P. Starrett.
Clifton Felt who recently gradu
ated from Higgins Classical Institute,
Charleston, Is at home.
Raymond McLeod who has been
confined to the house with an attack
of grippe, was up town Monday.
Mrs Oeorge Ludwig and son Ed
ward are leaving for Attleboro,
Mass, today, called there by the ill
ness of the latter's son.
Miss Dorothy Brennan is at home
frcm Bryant & Stratton, Boston, on
vacation.

GLENCOVE

87 Miles
on 1 Gallon?

Penobscot View Grange held spe
cial meetings Friday and Monday
□as Saver Engineers C 5008 St..
nights of last week to confer all four Wheaton, Ill., have brought out a 1933
World's Fair Auto Gas Saver and In
degrees on a class of four candidates, side Engine Oiler that saves gas and
in order that they might be able to oils valves Inside engine at same time.
Fits all cars. Easy put on with wrench.
go to Vinalhaven Saturday, and Users and Agents wanted everywhere.
profits. One sent free to Introduce
take the Pomona degree, Pomona 327';
quick. Send Address and Car Name to
Grange meeting there that day.
day.
67-T-70
There has been much activity
around the Central Maine electric
sub-station the past week.
Al
«
Young's crew has been busy, aug
*
mented by Bill Sherman's line crew
SEEDLINGS and tomato plants for
from Augusta, taking down what
—strong, stocky, dark green, well
remains of the R. T. & C. Street sale
hardened, large variety. All 30c per doz.
Handsome
pansies 20c per basket.
Railway line wires, burning the in
Vegetables ln season. CHATER’S GAR
sulation off and hauling lt to Rock DENS. Back road Rockport to Camden
67-72
land to be shipped to New York.
USED
Ice
refrigerators,
household
There are about 100 tons of it.
HELL the refrigerant in the new GhuNow
models for sale. Extremely low prices,
—then aek to eniell tlie refrigerant in
The mean people are still work excellent condition. Buy now. *5 to 815.
One Kelvinator electric refrigerator, all
any other refrigerator! You'll realize im
ing nights. Mrs. Fred Collamore of thoroughly Inspected and reflnlshed,
mediately the GrlNOW lias something
865
Two medium and one large sized
Commercial
street
last
'
Wednesday
no other refrigerator haa—a tafe, depend
milk cooling Ice boxes, low price. O. A.
able refrigerant that GaUNOW alone offer*.
night lost two lilac bushes that she LAWRENCE CO.. Inc., Main St.. City.
Thie anil 33 other features make the
69-tf
had possessed for a long time and
Gauxotv outstanding.
FOR SALE—The following automo
highly treasured.
biles: 1931 Chevrolet truck, steel body
Mrs. Alice Gregory and son and hydraulic hoist; 1930 Whippet se
dan; 1929 Chevrolet coach; 1929 Chevro
Maurice of Somerville, Mass., ar let sport coupe; 1931 Chevrolet sport
1930 Pontiac coupe: 1930 Oldsmorived at their old home Friday. coupe:
blle sedan: 1931 Ford sedan; 1931 Chev
Maurice returned Sunday.
rolet speclal sedan; 1929 Chevrolet se
and 20 others to select from at
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Gardiner dan;
popular prices. FREDERICK U WALTZ.
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
Knight's
Oarage. Park St. Tel. 392-M
and Mlss Betty Stirling and Mr. and
70-72
Mrs. Sidney Dow of Tenant's Har
CABBAGE plants for sale. A. H. ROB
bor, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Colson and INSON. 12 Wadsworth St., Thomaston.
69-71
Mrs. George Hall of Camden were
WHEN you are planning to sell your
guests Sunday of Mrs. C. E. Gregory
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
442 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND,
TEL. 721 Herbert Brazier and grandson WARDS. Tel. 806-J . Rockland. 65-tf
Herbert were among those who at
DISHES, silverware, furniture, hrlcchina, glassware, antiques, andtended the Pomona Grange meeting brac.
Irona, fire scren. pictures, vacuum
UR
fM
»7 C
sweeper,
baskets, range oll burner, for
at Vinalhaven Saturday.
sale at KLAOGE KROFT MANOR. South
Charles B. Hare has stead yem- Hope.
70*72
ployment at the gas house In Rock
BABY CARRIAGE for sale. CALL
tor and response T>y Mrs. Tripp, or- j aston, two sisters Mrs. Rinna An- land.
274-J.
69-71
ganist; responsive reading, pastor drews of Tenant's Harbor and Mrs.
CABIN cruiser for sale at a bargain.
She ls copper fastened and seaworthy.
and congregation; solo. Miss Estelle Lelia Tolman of Vinalhaven, an
Would Consider trade for large truck or
Moore.
i uncle J. A. Ewell of St. George and
other property of like value. DR. J. H.
DAMON. Tel. 109-M
69-71
The program as given by the a niece Mrs. Maude Bradley, of Rockjuniors: Psalm 24 by Richard Moore, j ville.
LARGE JERSEY Black Giant Chicks
8150 per doz ; Mottled Anconlas. 81.20
Arnold Alien, Raymond Anderson
----------------- Zo-rro
per doz. Ten weeks old White Chester
shoats. 84 each.
STOVERS CASH
and Averyl Reed; first chapter ot
BOY SCOU I NOTES
ORAIN STORE.
DISTRIBUTOR lor
Ruth dramatized by Hester Foster.1 The program at South Thomaston
POCKETBOOK lost ln Perry's Market STOVER FEED MFG CO On track 86
St., Rockland.
Just below Ar
Celia Stone. Kathleen Anderson, La- Grange hall Thursday night, spon- Reward. ROY OOULD. East Union. 70*72 Park
mour's. Tel. 1200.
Vonne Sawyer and Leah Tillson; dia- ! sored by Troop 11 was well attended,
_ ________________________
70r»2
WILL the person ln the Ford truck
logue, “A Newsboy's Decision," How- Everyone felt sorry the band could who picked up the white pocket-book
NEW MILCH cows for sale, 4-year Jer
Chestnut street Monday alternoon sey and 4-year Guernsey, calves 4 weeks
ard Miller and Richard Clark; Books r.ot keep its appointment, but other on
old Come see them. MRS THORNpleaae return at once same to the R
69*71
NUTT SHOE STORE
70-72 DIKE'8 FARM. Keag
of the Old Testament, LaVonne Saw musical numbers filled in nicely.
yer, Leah Tillson. Kathleen Ander
DRY HARD fitted wood for sale 87 75
Troop 11 opened the program with
S2T?: "*»«> »ood
45.75. FRANK
son. Hester Foster. Celia Stone; pan Flag salute. Scout Oath and law led
ERICKSON, R, I, Box 70, Thomaston.
68*70
tomime in costume, "Spring in the by Assistant Scoutmaster Percy
CHOW. Eskimo and fox terrier pup
Brown Meadow.” Pauline Burnham. Young.
Nit-Wit and Dumb-bell
pies for sale at 111 PLEASANT ST. Tel
Everol Elwell, Maxine Chapman, Vir- brought quite a hand, as did the
69-71
WASHINO and Ironing wanted Rea »3-W-________
ginia Foster, Bertha Condon, Marie Darkies from Darkytown, and the sonable prices. MRS W H. THORN
BUFFET, china closet, dining table,
69*71 comb, bookcase-writing desk, library
Jordan, Florine Burnham, Maxine I scene from “Bashful Mr. Bobbs." DIKE. 6 High St.
TEL
FRESH BOOS wanted. Will pay cash table for sale. 55 Masonic St.
Poster, Leona Frisbee; choruses by Charlie. Willie. Kate Smith and the FRED
WINCHENBACH. Depot St.. Wal 17a~R________________ 68-70
juniors.
70*75
WE HAVE the bankrupt stock of A E
i Wit were good impersonations. Sec doboro.
Spear for sale at attractive prices, conf
HOUSEWORK wanted, or wlll go out slstlng of corn and bean planter, plows
ond Class Scouts Horace Vinal and
to laundry work
Write ROXIE HA'LL.
cultivators, litter carrier, mowing
Mrs. Delora E. Keene
Vinton Beal of Troop 2 gave demon Dark Harbor. Me. or Tel. Rockland and
machine, mowing machine parts, hay
287-M.
70-72 rake, etc. Also several bags of Chick
One of old time exclaimed: "My strations of First Aid. Second Class
with child of school Starter, at a very low price. PACKARD
days are swifter than a weavers Scout Rcbert Chandler of Troop 2, ageHOUSEKEEPER
62-tf
wishes position with lady or gen STORE, at The Highlands
shuttle." How modern life has em- winner of knot-tying at the local tleman or elderly couple: good refer
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
69*71 cord 88; fitted soft wood. 86. T. J. CAR
qhasized that statement! The sub jamboree this year, tied the nine ences. BOX 123 Vinalhaven.
MAN OF INTEGRITY wanted. 21-45. ROLL Tel 263-21.____________
«O-tf
ject of this article, whose death oc tenderfoot knots officially in 32 sec physically flt Interested ln entering
FOR SALE—Special For All This
curred at Rockland June 6, had been
Government work. Information. Write Month — Extra Large Healthy-Day-Old
onds, cutting hls own time down six BOX IF), care Courler-Oazette
70-72 Chicks. Flood Blooded and Bred TO Lay
for 48 years a resident of Thomaston
MIDDLE-AGED woman wanted to I 5_Ilr.ReSL,?arrJ? ,”<1 ,Whlte Plymouth
seconds. The balance of the evening
and associated in its social and re
take care of Invalid, some housework
Wya?5,otif8’ anA. whlt*
was devoted to dancing.
Apply A. B C., Courier-Gazette
69-71 “’1’°rns. 87.75 per 100 Heavy Odds and
ligious life, until in the last few years
: Ends. 85 per 100; 1007, Live Delivery
An out-of-door program may be
POSITION wanted
as waitress eor
ln Ouaranteed
Whitem Pekin Ducks r
Der 100
loss of hearing had deprived her of
>ln>Sa #amtlsv
FI 11
rs««
A, t An
YJ_________
TT
family. 48Will
go out of town
—815 00; Bronze Turkey Poults.' 835 00
next
in line. Watch this paper for private
much valued privileges. Mrs. Delora
References exchanged. TEL 144
70-72 per hundred. Goslings. 75c each. One
The Garden Club will meet Thurs
E. Keene was born at Rcckville Oct announcement.
ELDERLY person to board, or semi- | week old chicks 10c each; two weeks old
12c each. No business has with
day at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Lev;
Rcbert Harmon has joined Troop Invalid. Best care, sunny room, quiet I chicks
10, 1858. a daughter of Abasha and
home.
MRS. M E. McKINNEY. 49 stood the Depression like the Poultry
Seavey. The subject for discussion Mareuel 'Ewelll Mossman. She was 2 as a Tenderfoot Scout.
Business
For lots of 50 add lc each on
Cedar 8t. Tel. 1051-J.
68’70
Chicks and 5c each on Ducks and Tur
will be "Irises.”
WANTED-Bag
containing
Carnation
married to Alvin O. Keene in 1871,
The first aid course will start to
keys. You can beat the depression with
Mrs. Marie Singer and Betty and in 1885 they moved to Thomas night. Former Scout Commissioner milk placed In Wlllys-Knlght sedan by poultry, on the farm or on the back lot
mistake
Return FIRST NATIONAL ln the city. A11 orders shipped Imme
Brown motored to Hebron Saturday ton. having purchased a house on Theodore Lewis is in charge, repre STORE At Brook
69-71 diately on receipt of Cash or P. O. order.
We have several
to attend the commencement exer High street, near the Old Church
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted Parcel Post Prepaid.
senting the Red Cross as a qualified Apply
thousand for Delivery Dally
If you
at MODERN PANTS COMPANY
cises. Capt. and Mrs. John Brown and Mr. Keene died in 1925 and Mrs
want
healthy,
hardy,
strong
Chicks on
59-tf
instructor.
the MORE FOR LESS " Plan. Higher
Miss Mabelle Brown joined them Keene maintained her home there to
WANTED to buy by an American, a Quality for Leas Money, order today.
Eagle Scout Paul Morgan of Troop
farm or land with or without buildings, Wholesale and Retail Distributors ln
Sunday to attend the graduation of the end of life. While visiting ini
10 is home from U. of M. and is clerk convenient to Rockland or Camden Southern Maine for the famous Elmore
John Singer, which took place Mon Rockville she fell and death from the
Send description and price In flrst let Feeds. Fertilizer. Lehigh Portland Ce
ing in the Southend A.<5tP. store.
ter. BOX R. Courler-Oazette office.
ment and Land Limes Lowest Cash and
day. They returned Monday. Miss shock followed.
___________________________________69-75 Carry prices in New England STOVER S
Mabelle going on to Portsmouth.
In 1889 Mrs. Keene united with the
POSITION as chef or order cook want CASH ORAIN STORE. DISTRIBUTOR
COMIX’ ROL’XD THE CORNER
ed
Best of references. H. T. PERRY. for 8TOVER FEED MFG. CO. On track.
Donald Whitney and Oliver Hahn Thomaston Baptist Church, ever be
Orace Bt.. City.
*tf 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below Ar
|For The Courier-Gazette]
i have returned from a week’s fishing ing accounted a worthy member, who
68-78
KEYS!
KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to mour’s. Tel. 1200.
Cornin’ round the corner.
order. Keys made to flt locks when
. trip at Lily Bay, Moosehead Lake. rendered valuable service as a teach
Arm ln arm with Franklin D ;
original keys are lost House, ufllce or
Cornin' round the corner.
I James Hamilton and Leo Herlihy of er in the Sunday Schcol She was
I
Car. Code books provide keys for all
Both are talking earnestly
locks without bother. Scissors and «
i Boston who were of the party left also a member of Fales Circle. G A R.
Cornin' round the corner.
♦
Knives
sharpened
Prompt
service.
Rea

We were sure he was a goner—
for their homes Friday. They made of Thomaston. She is survived by
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO 8
Comln round the corner.
408
Main
St..
Rockland.
Tel
791.
65-tf
«••••*
’4
an adopted son Arthur, of Portland,
Ole Man Prosperity.
a fair catch of fish.
Herbert H. Morton.
FOUR room unfurnished apartment
Miss Eloise Dunn entertained thc a brother Arthur Mossman of ThomPortland
to let. modern conveniences, garage if
desired. 818 a month V. F. STUDLEY.
High School Orchestra at a lawn
i 283
Main St Tel. 1080 ___________ 66-tf
♦
I party at her home Monday afternoon.
FOR RENT—4-room tenement, flush
« ♦ ~- » » -• ~
• . £ closet, gas and electric, with garage at
| Picnic supper at 6 was served on the
156 Union St. Inquire BENJ. MILLER.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
lawn and tennis, croquet and music
OLD HOMESTEAD and cottage to let 26 Rankin St. Tel 692-M_________ 70-72
for
month
or
season
at
Ginn's
Point.
: were enjoyed. The guests were Miss
RENTS—three rooms furnished. 84
Owl's Head. Me. Wlll let separately or
NO ADVANCE IN PRICES
Alcada Hall, director; Phyllis Betogether. E. F. GINN. 97 Pitt St.. Port per week; unfurnished, six rooms and
bath,
and seven rooms and bath, with
land. Me.
______
70-75
J lasco, Hazel Harrison. Russell Young
garage. V. F. STUDLEY. 282 Main St.
SEVERAL
cottages
all
furnished,
for
Tel.
1154.
__________________________ 70-tf
j Baibara Gilchrest, Laura Beattie
A little peek
sale or to let for the season at Old
ROOM
to let. Price reasonable Genthrough
life
’
s
Orchard.
BANOOR
REAL
ESTATE
EX

Evangeline Paquin. Evelyn Paquin,
j tleman preferred. 126 CAMDEN ST.
CHANGE. 114 Exchange St.. Bangor.
keyhole ?..
I
__
________________________________
69*71
William Smith, Jr., Ralph Davis,
_______________________
62-73
HALF a double house to let at 83
Take a look at
Fred Bucklin, Richard Bucklin and
COOPER’S Beach cottage furnished,
sale or rent; electricity, fireplace, good Summer St. Inquire C. M. HARRING
Elizabeth Brown.
69-tf
water, garage, one of the finest views of TON. Tel 551-W.
Penobscot Bay. Camden Mts. Call 178-R
Miss May Gould, a member of the
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Oround
or at BLACKINOTON’S SHOE STORE
floor
All
modern.
9
Suffolk
St.
M
M
] graduating class at Smith College
in
________________________________ 68-70
GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St.
68-tf
»
will arrive in town today to take her
SMALL, new camp Ior sale. Nice lot
HOUSE tb let at 5 Rockland St. All
100 feet to beach.
Bargain at |150 Improvements, garage.
D. SHAFTER.
: mother Mrs. A. T. Gould, to the comJOHN OORDON. Port Clyde, Me
15 Rockland St.
65*70
| mencement exercises. On their re
________________________________ 69-71
COMPLETELY furnished six room
COTTAGES at seashore and lakes for apartment to let. grand piano, open
turn to Thomaston they will attend
sale and to let. Many good bargains fireplace, oil burner.
Unusually attrac
JAMESDUNN
commencement at Bowdoin College.
Write for list. L. A. THURSTON, Rock tive opportunity to right party. CALL
land.
Tel.
1159.
65-tf
^BP.SCHUIBERG
489-R
or
958-J
for
appointment.
67-72
GLORIA
STUART
Mr. and Mrs. F. Crockett Brown
M O OUCTION
DAVID MANNiRS
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to le?,
and daughter left Monday morning
vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage.
Cl <yuramount Qulurt
* JACK. LARUE >
TEL. 958-J.
61-tf
upon their return to New York.
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St.,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Lineken and
OX THE STAGE IX' PERSON
seven pleasant rooms; also two garages
daughter Inez of Worcester, Mass,
Inquire 12 WARREN ST___________ 85-tf
and Frank Lineken of Yarmouth,
THREE ROOM furnished apartment
SEVERAL HOTELS that are fully
equipped and now doing business, for to let. Inquire at 57 CRESCENT ST.
who came to attend the graduation
68-70
sale; send for list BANOOR REAL ES
of Miss June Henry from Thomaston
TATE EXCHANOE. 114 Exchange St
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Bangor.
________________
62-73
Called
for
and
delivered.
Heavy
water
High School, have returned to their
In Person
ballast roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARDTHREE small places for sale, suitable WARE CO.. 408 Main St.__________ 65-tf
homes.
for henneries, 3 to 15 acres, 8750 to
Famous Roxy Theatre T ror and
• • • e
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. alio
8850. V, F. STUDLEY, 283 Main At
Theme Singer of “Angel ..La" ln
Tel. 1080.
65-tf three room furnished apartment, both
Children's Day Exercises
heated and
newly finished. MRS.
a Song Cycle of your Favorite
FROST. Tel. 318-W.
65-tf
The junior department of the Bap
Classical and Popular Selections.
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
tist Sunday School put on a program
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
The Voice You'll X'ever Forget!
♦
8T. Tel. 600 or 211-M.
65-tf
Sunday evening in observance of
apa
Children's Day. The chorister of the
8I***’»****'*,****wO rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 8t ROCIC65-tf
church arranged the two choirs to
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
UPPER furnished apartment of three
sing antiphonally. With much labor
65-tf rooms, modern, to let. Garage If de
by Mrs. Kilbom and Mrs. Rowell the
M. E. WEBBER -Fish Market. Water sired. Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
65-tf
and Ocean Sts. Open dally Will carry
juniors had been trained and cos
all grades. Native caught fish.
67*69
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
tumed, and their work and appear
65-tI
LADIES-Reliable hair goods at Rock Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
ance tfere pleasing. The service of
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
HOUSE at 22 Oak St. to let, all mod
3
SHOWS DAILY
3
solicited. H. C. RHODAB. Tel. 519-*.
ern. newly renovated, six rooms, 820.
the choir consisted of the antiphonal
65-tf Call ALBERT PETERSON at FullerMatinee?; 2 pm. Ev'g, 6.45-8.45
65-tf
singing of two hymns and a solo by
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac Cobb-Davls.
Daylight 8ime
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
Raymond Greene. Other parts in
ered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE tenements. Main. Grove. Grace, Court
HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St., Cltv
Bts. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb
the program were prayer by the pas65-tf Davla,
65-U

FOR SALE

S

iiuiae

HOUSE-SHERMAN. ,NC

In Everybody’s Column

LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

TO LET

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

Summer Cottages

FOOD DEPARTMENT SPECIALS

MALT

OLD
COLONY

Large Can

CIGARETTES

Package

1 LB. 12 OZ. TALI. CANS

ONLY

CALIF. BAKED BEANS
IMPORTED

SARDINES
GLASS JAR

DRIED BEEF
PLAINER STUFFED

OLIVES
BAKER’S OR HERSIIEY S

COCOA

5c
-g
1 0c
-g
1 0c
-g
1 0c

- CAN

A f

KIPPERED

1A

3 for 10c
OLIVE OIL
* UC
CATSUP
> 0c
ROOT BEER
1 0c

SNACKS
PURE VIRGIN

lig

LARGE BOTTLE

EXTRACT

TAYLOR’S PURE GRAPE JUICE

COFFEE

43c
10c
10c

FRESH
DAILY

full pint
POUND

10c

19c

SPECIAL PRICES ON SUGAR AND BUTTER*

-Th

.

OIRL
419

REAL ESTATE

MISCELLANEOUS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, June 13, 1933
. Mrs. George Pettingill, R. W. Pet
tingill, U.S.N. and Mr. and Mrs. W.
F. Wallace motored from Manches
ter, N. H„ and spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. John C&nningham
19 Traverse street. Mr. Pettingill
sails from Norfolk, Va., Saturday on
the USS. Chaumont for Chinese
Mrs. Damie Rose Oardner who is waters. He came home by plane from
making an extended visit with Norfolk.
friends in Auburn was recently home
for a few days.
The State field day of the D.A.R.
will be held Saturday July 8 at the
Mrs. Harold A. Horrocks goes to Poland Spring House.
Business
Rockland, Mass., tomorrow to visit meeting in the Ballroom at 11, lunch
her former home.
eon at 12, daylight. Members of
Mary Dillingham Chapter will act
Edward Wendall of Milton, Mass , as hostesses. Reservations which
was at Crescent Beach for the week may include guests, should be made
end.
direct with the Poland Spring House,
not later than July 5. Those mak
Mrs. Eliza Plummer is attending
ing reservations must be responsible
the State G.A.R. encampment at
for payment. It is expected that
Bangor representing Ruth Mayhew Representative Moran will speak
Tent, D. U., and will spend the re briefly on "Highlights and outstand
mainder of the week with hcr ing personalities of the 73d Con
daughtcr, Mrs. Willard Sewall, in gress."
Newport.

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......... ................... 770 or 794

Dr. and Mrs. Everett C. Herrick are
arriving from Newton Center Friday
and wilt open their Ash Point cot
tage where they will remain through
the ensuing week. Their visit fol
lows one of the most successful com
mencements Andover Newton has
ever experienced. July 2 Dr. and Mrs.
Herrick are to sail by the White
Star Britannica for England for a
visit of several weeks.
Donald W. Fogg is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital, convalescing
from an appendicitis operation.
Mrs. W. J. Metz of Dexter, State
president of Universalist missionary
societies, will be present at the June
meeting of the Universalist Mission
Circle meeting tomorrow at the
Crescent Beach cottage of Mrs.
George L. St. Clair. Luncheon will
be served at 12.30. Members are
asked to take an active part in re
sponse to roll call which will have
as its theme ‘'Patience." Mrs. Metz
will give an informal talk on mis
sion work, and there will also be
special music.

Mrs. John H. McLoon and
Marcus Chandler of Camden
been guests of thelr sister, Mrs.
rill Hay, in Portland, for a few

Mrs.
have
Mer
days.

Mrs. Catherine McInnis goes
today to Providence to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Angus McInnis. The chief ob
ject of her trip is to attend the
graduation exercises at Providence
College on the 21st, John McInnis
being a member of the graduating
class.

r

Page Sever!

CAMDEN GRADUATION
Exercises To Be Held Thurs
day Night in Amphitheatre
—The Program
The commencement exercises of!
Camden High School will be held ln '
the Library Amphitheatre Thursday '
evening. The program follows:
Remembrance of Colonel Miner ............. '
Rosenkrans
Band
Prayer
Salutatory .......... Jeannette Ellleen Hart I
Oration—“The Crossroads’” .....................
David Arthur Nichols I
Boston Commandery March. T. M. Carter
Band
Essay—“Maine” .... Katherine King True
Class History ............ Annie A. Munroe
Class Prophecy ..................... -.....................
Gladys Evelyn Heald. Prank Chase Perry
Overture—Little Monster. R. B Eisenberg
Band
Presentation of Gifts ................................
Seraphlne Lillian Knight. Otis Auburn

Miss Rose McNamara has gone to
Eagle Rock, Va., where she will spend
the greater part of the sununer with
her brothers James H. i nd Anthony
McNamara.

M iss Anna Webster was the guest
ovtr the weekend of Miss Leoia Rob
inson at her Wiley's Corner Homc,
Bi. George.

Dean

Address to Undernraduates ................... 1
Loren Woodbury Dow
Valedictory ..................... Helen C. Stone ,
Awarding of Diplomas
Class Ode—words by Marguerite Estelle
Richards—Music by Clarence Fish
Benediction
March—National Emblem. E. E. Bagley

This year’s graduates, with their
courses are:
Classical—Beverley C. Fry?, Doro- j
thy A. Jones, Elizabeth E. Knight, j
Margaret C McCobb. Annie A. Mun- |
roe David A. Nichols, Helen C.
Stone and Ruth M. Tewksbury.
Scientific—Allen L. Dyer, Ruth I.
Leadbetter, Dwight E. Lord, Frank
C. Perry and Katherine K. True.
General — Blanche I. Bowden.
Grover C. Bridges, Clyde M. Brown,
Keith S. Carroll, Wallace I. Craw- I
ford, Otis A. Dean, Loren W. Dow,
Mabel E. Ebert, Harold L. Fairbrother, Henrietta
K. Graten,
Gladys E. Heald, Hazel E. Hendrick,
Ralph W. Johnson, Jr. Seraphine L.
Knight, Robert W. Moody, Maurice
E Nash, Douglass L. Payson, James
C. Redman. Marguerite E Richards,'
NelUe L. Thomas, Lucy A. Wilman,
Lawrence A. Yates.
Commercial—Laura E. Allenwood
Jeannette E. Hart and Marion E
Perry.
The class officers are: President, |
Loren W. Dow; vice president,
Dwight E. Lord: secretary, Lucy A.
Wilman: treasurer, Otis A Dean.
Class moto. “Climb Though the
Rocks Be Rugged;” class colors,
yellow and white; class flower, daisy;
class advisor, Helen G. McCobb.

Mrs. Katie Murphy attended the
Stonington High School graduation
Friday night. Dora McMahon was
Mrs. L. E. Blackington and daugh one of the graduates.
ter, Miss Gertrude Blackington,
With Mrs. Nina Gregory, Educa
were
at University of Maine Friday
Mrs. Basil Stinson and Mrs. Her
tional Club life member, and Miss
bert A. Philbrook go today to Ells to attend the pageant given by All Eleanor Gregory, honor roll member,
Women as a part of the anworth where they will attend gradu Maine
,
.
,
_ as hostesses the club will hold its
nual
commencement
exercises. On
opening
ation exercises at the Ellsworth
thelr
return
they
were
accompanied
High School. Mrs. Stinson’s nephew,
I at Glencove, on Oak street, Tuesday,
Shirl W. Lord, is a member of the I by Miss Thelma Blackington home June 20, from 2 to 7.30. Coffee and
graduating class, and will return from the University for the summer box luncheon at 5.45. “Come and be
with her for a week’s visit in Rock vacation.
psychoanalyzed to find if you are a
square peg in a round hole,” says
land.
Crosby Ludwick and Guy Ler
Mrs. Rich. Full reports as to mem
mond of Thomaston motored to
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Worrey had
bership activities and new members
Bangor Saturday.
welcomed. Take 1.40 or 2 40 Camden
as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wing and daughter. Patricia, and
Mr. and Mrs Everett A. Munsey bus at waitln6 station next The CouMr. and Mrs. Owen Rogers of Bath. had as weekend guests at the Me- 1' rler-Gazette office.
Loon cottage at Pleasant Beach Mr I Mrs. Frank S. Marsh has returned
Forrest Brazier and Ralph Nutt and Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., Mr. and
engineered a delightful surprise Mrs. Harold Coombs. Dr. and Mrs j from a short visit in Boston.
party Friday evening as a birthday Blake Annis and Dr. and Mrs
Mrs. J. A. Stevens, Rockland
The Browne Club of the First
observance for Mrs. Brazier at their Dana Newman.
street, was hostess to the Thimble Baptist Church, guests of Mrs. Don
cottage at Hobbs Pond. A clam stew
Club last evening.
ald Karl at hcr camp, and Miss Char
supper was served, and Mrs. Brazier
Sleeper Bible Class is to be en
lotte Buffum's supper party at Mrs.
received many nice gifts. The eve- tertained at luncheon tomorrow by Mrs. E. F. Rochester of Arlington,
Hervey Allen’s camp at Megunticook
ning plans were somewhat disrupted l Mrs. John Rcbinson in Warren,
Vt., entertained at a supper party Lake, thought the world was almost
due to the sedere ithunder storm
,,
T'TL „
,
.. j Friday at the Orff Corner farm of at its end during that violent thunder
Nathan F. Farwell, the occasion obwhich raged over that section for , Mr a,nf7MrS ^,Ph, *
about two hours. Guests were Mr. were at University of Maine Saturof
Enslgn storm w’ith its discharge of huge
hailstones.
and Mrs. Kenneth Weed. Mr. and > da>'
Alumni Day. Other RockOtis. Guests were Mr. Otis. Mr. and
‘
land
attendants
were
Miss
Kather

Mrs. Harold Grindle. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ray Piercy of Nobleboro, Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie had as
Cart E. Freeman, Mr and Mrs. ine Veazie and Almon B. Cooplr, Sr., and Mrs. B. L. Grafton. Mr. and guests recently Dr. and Mrs. D. M
Frank Fuller, Mrs. Hudson Barrows.
Miss Esther Nickerson had as ■ Mrs- William T. Flint. Mr. and Mr.s. Angell of Peabody, Mass., on their way
Tom Farley, Miss Bertha Wiljfrn, weekend guest Miss Vivian Davis on w B D- Ora)' Mr and Mrs E*003'1* to Bucksport to meet their daughter,
Miss Charlotte Ingraham. John Sal her way from Kents Hill Seminary ! p- Gcor8e- Mrs. Albert T. Gould, Miss Helen Angell, who is a teacher
isbury, Mr and Mrs. Howard Wilbur
Miss Olaira Spear. Henry E. Me in the Bucksport Junior High
to her home in Frenchboro.
and Mrs. Gladys Taylor.
Donald. Myles Weston and Oliver School.
Mr. and Mrs W. T. White who Collamore.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Trask of have been at thelr summer home,
Postmaster C. A. Robinson of PortMrs. Herbert Hall went to Port land and Miss Alberta Robinson, his
Boston who have been attending Spring Hil, Farm relurned to New
commencement at University of York yesterday. They expect to re land yesterday to spend a few days daughter, spent the weekend with
Maine, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. turn in July for a more extended with relatives.
the Harry A. Buffums.
A. B. Allen at Crescent Beach for a stay.
Mr and Mrs. E. F. Rochester, who
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton left
few days.
yesterday
on a yachting trip which
have
been
guests
of
Mrs.
J.
M
Bal

Mrs. Donald Chapman returned
The April block of Universalist Friday from a week's visit with her drige at Warrenton Park, are re was to take them to Boston, and
workers held a charming bridge tea brother. Supt. E. A. Smalley, in Vinal turning to Arlington, Vt., today.
probably points beyond.
Friday at the home of Mrs. Wilbur haven.
•
Miss Ingrid Oath spent the week
Mrs. Charles H. Ames of Concord,
F. Senter, Jr., chairman. Iris and
end
at the cottage of her parents at
accompanied
by
her
brother,
Oharles
other spring flowers were used
Mr. and Mrs. John Newman and^
profusely as room decorations. their house guests, Mrs. Charles H. Achorn. and sister, Mrs. Belle Credi Alford Lake, where she entertained
There were six tables, and honors Ames of Concord, N. H., Charles ford, of Chicago, arc guests of Mr. Mary Valenta, Julia Pollock and Lor
were won by Mrs. James O'Hara. Achorn and Mrs. Belle Crediford of and Mrs. John Newman, Masonic raine Porter.
Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, Jr., Mrs. Karl Chicago, also Mrs. Edwin Storms of street. This is Mr. Achorn's first
Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs
O'Brien. Mrs. J. A. Burpee. Mrs. A. Rockport. Mrs. Arthur Elwell of visit in Rockland in 47 years.
Theodore Sylvester Sr. entertained at
J Murray and Mrs. G. H. Talbot of, Belfast, and Miss Mary Harriman,
Mr and Mrs. Rhama Philbrick dinner Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Da
Camden. Mr.s. Senter was assisted motored to Cadillac Mountain Sun
and daughter Madeline, motored to vis, Miss Charlena Grindle and Al
by Mrs T C. Stone and Mrs. Lloyd day.
fred Starr. The occasion was a
Portland Saturday.
Daniels.
birthday celebration for Mr. Davis.
Miss Marguerite deRochemont re
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence delightfully
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Emery of turned Sunday to Colby College
Miss Ada Coleman is having a fort
entertained the Scribblers Club at a
Reading, Mass., were guests Satur after spending a few days at home
Florida luncheon Saturday at her night's vacation from the office of
day of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Lawrence Miss deRochemont is in the gradu
summer home. Rose Cliffs. The un the Thurston Oil Co. A portion of
at Crescent Beach.
ating class, commencement exercises usual repast, brought from Florida this she will spend with her aunt,
to take place on June 19.
by the hostess, consisted of tropi Mrs. George Craig ln Hyde Park,
Estelle Jackson who now makes
cal
fruit cup. Hawaiian ham. orange Mass.
her home with her grandparent*,
The sewing circle of Ruth May
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Putnam, at South hew Tent, will meet tomorrow after blossom honey, pataia marmalade, Mr. and Mrs. J^hn E. Rines ot Haver
Thomaston, was tendered a Jolly noon at the homc of Mrs. Lena guava jelly, Jolava tea. Florida sugar, hill, Mass., were weekend guests of
fruit loaf, cocoanut cakes and pe
surprise party Saturday afternoon by Rokes, Limerock street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Powell at South
cans. During the a.Vemoon each
16 of her young friends, the occa
Hope. Mr. and Mrs. Rines leave to
Mr. and Mrs. D. Joseph Doyle who Scribbler ^contributed to the pro day for World's Fair in Chicago.
sion celebrating her ninth birthday.
Games, an abundance of goodies, are spending the summer at Cres gram by reading some feature enter
and many attractive gifts were fea cent Beach werc in Bath for the ing into newspaper requisites. Mrs.
Mrs E. H. St. Clair of Owl's Head
Lawrence presented each guest with had for weekend visitors her young
weekend.
tures of the party.
a hanging basket of forget-me-nots, nieces from Rockport, Mildred and
Members of the music colony ar the baskets cunningly fashion^! Margaret Ames.
Mrs. Alice Karl was hostess to the
Browne Club Friday for a covered riving for the summer include Josef from the husk of cccoanuts. The
dish supper. There were 34 present, Hofmann, director of the Curtis In meeting was acclaimed as one of thc
Misses Ada and Alena Young who
the guests including several of the stitute of Music, and world famous high lights since the club's organiza have been visiting relatives and
husbands of members. In charge pianist, with Mrs. Hofmann and tion.
friends in Massachusetts arrived
home Friday.
of the supper were Mrs. Edna children, at “The Rock.” in Camden
Specials for balance of this week—
French, Mrs. Bert Gregory, Miss They are accompanied by Mrs. Hof
Mr. and Mrs. John Snow enter
Katherine Keating and Mrs. Eva mann's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Short Large healthy chicks. Barred and
White
Plymouth
Rocks
and
Rhode
tained
at dinner ar.d bridge Satur
of
Philadelphia.
Mme.
Lea
LuboGreen. A nominating committee, to
report at the first meeting of the shutz, also of the Curtis Institute Island Reds. $1 per baker's dozen at day evening Mr. ar.d Mrs. Daniel
fall season, was appointed, consist^ (violin department) ot Rockport, Stover's, Rockland. Complete line Paulitz, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
70-72
Leach and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Show.
ing of Mrs. Helen Knowlton, chair and William Harms, assistant in- seeds and fertilizers.
man, Mrs. Elsa Constantine and Miss -structor of piano at Curtis, who Ls
Mrs. H. P. Bickmore was hostess to
Adelaide Trafton. Several picnics occupying the Barn Studio on the
a group of young people from the
were disbursed for the summer, and property of Miss Annie Russell in
First Baptist Church Friday evening
Miss Keating. Mrs. Gregory and Mrs. Rockport. Newcomers for their first
at her cottage at Jefferson Lake,
Otto Diessler named as a commit summer in Camden are Felix Sal
with swimming, boating and picnic
New,
wonderful
MELLO-GLO
face
tee to look after this feature. Tho mond and family who will have the powder reproduces the tempting bloom
lunch. Those present were Misses
flrst picnic of the season is sched Stone house on Mechanic street, in of youth. Spreads smoothly, stays on
Emily and Gwendolyn MacDonald,
uled for July 7 at the cottage of Mrs. Rockport. Mr. Salmond is head of longer, hides tiny lines and wrinkles, Misses Edna and Ruth Gregory,
the 'cello department at Curtis, and prevents large pores. No shiny noses,
Edna French.
no drawn or “pasty" look. Women Thelma Whitehouse, Vera Ames,
is acclaimed as one of the greatest trust
MELLO-GLO because new Grace Clancy and Mary Egan,'
Awnings of all sizes and types, truck cellists in the world.
French process makes it the purest Dwight Mosher, Paul Merriam, Ever
covers, hammock tops, boat covers,
face powder known. Delightfully fra
Pnrent-Teacliei Annual Milk Fund grant. Try MELLO-GLO today. 50c ett Frohock, Burton Bickmore, Ken
canvas and waterproof duck. Rock
land Awning Co., Inc., Phone 1262-W. Ball, Spanish Villa, Rockland, next and $1.00, tax free. Corner Drug neth Hooper, Walter Staples. Rich
ard French and Charles Gross.
tore and all other good stores.
68-76
Monday, Juno 23—adv.
70-72

Give Your Skin
That healthy glow

Information on the New Bank
Pertinent Questions and Answers For Your Consideration
Concerning Knox County Trust Company
1. Why should 1 buy the stock in the Knox County Trust Co.?
Ans. Because, only by the depositors doing their part, can the new hank be organized.

2. How will 1 be benefited by the new bank?
Ans. Part of your deposit will be made available. Money will be put into circulation
to help business, and banking facilities for savings accounts and demand deposits will be
established.
3. How much will I have to invest?
Ans. Only a small percentage of your deposit.
4. How can 1 pay for my subscription?
Ans. By having the stock charged against your bank account or by paying from any
other funds available.
5. Will the establishment of a new bank help me to receive a larger percentage of my
deposit?
Ans. Yes; if no new bank were established to co-operate with the Conservator, the ex
penses of liquidation would be much greater; losses would result from loans that could not
be paid, and the bank buildings and fixtures would junk for very little for any other pur
pose. It is believed that enough larger percentage would be made available by the establish
ment of a new bank so that your stock would eventually stand you little or nothing.
6. Is subscribing for bank stock at this time a good investment?
Ans. Yes. This bank is being established at a very favorable time for safe and profit
able banking operations.
7. Will the new bank be sound and the depositors protected?
Ans. Yes; it will be 100^ sound, as all the pitfalls of banking are now known and
there will be rigid banking regulations. The new bank will take advantage of the proposed
law for insuring deposits.
8. Will this bank stock increase in value?
Ans. The stock of the old bank went from $100 to over $400 a share; then with the
depression dropped back to nothing. With the resumption of normal times this new bank
stock might within a few years increase to two or three times the value of the purchase price.
9. Were any plans for reorganization considered by the depositors7 committee, and
if so what were the objections?
Ans. Yes; three plans were seriously considered—
*
a. The emergency banking law which did not meet with the approval of the courts, and
the provisions of which would have entailed several months7 delay.
b. The waiver plan adopted by several national banks, but, whereas tbe national
banks can adopt the waiver by the consent of only 75% of the deposits, unfortunate
ly the State banks must obtain 100%, or those who did not or would not sign off,
would receive all of their deposit which would not be fair to the other depositors.
It would be impossible to get over 7000 depositors to sign waivers.
c. The so-called Ellsworth plan which in their case being a smaller bank, called for the
sale of $900,000 worth of preferred stock, but as their deficit appeared to be only
about one-half of ours, it would have been necessary to sell about a million and a
half of preferred stock which would have put too much overhead and interest burden
on the reorganized bank.
10. Will the depositors fare as well by supporting a new bank as they would by a re
organized bank?
Ans. It is believed they will fare equally as well if they will take stock in the new bank
in proportion to their deposits.
11. Will this bank be controlled by outside interests?
Ans. No. It is the purpose to have the widest possible distribution of the stock among
the depositors so that they will consider it their bank and have an interest in supporting it.
The new stockholders will elect the new directors, who will elect thc officers.
12. Why is the first dividend to depositors not made larger?
Ans. Because it is believed that more will eventually be received by the depositors if
some of the securities are held a little longer on this rising market and because a large part
of the assets are loans which while good, cannot be collected immediately.
13. In view of improvement in conditions can I expect a larger total dividend on my
savings deposit than the 73% at first indicated?
Ans. It would now seem possible that a much larger percentage might be available
than was at first estimated.
14. When will the bank be able to open?
Ans. It is believed it can be opened as soon as or sooner than any other bank in the
county, as the State banking department is ready to speed it along as fast as possible and
it will not be held up by government red tape and thousands of other banks awaiting their
turn to open.
Citizens7 Sales Organization Committee
for the Knox County Trust Co.

Pa <?e Eight
NORTH HAVEN
The Baccalaureate Services
Baccalaureate services brought out
a fine congregation Sunday morning.
The High School student body
marched into the church to the
strains of "Aux Flambeaux," played
by the church orchestia. There was
special music by a mixed quartet |
composed of Albion and Elliott Bev- |
erage, Mrs. Albion Beverage and
Miss Ruth Reed, with Prof. Lowell
Beverage at the organ.
The subject of the address to the
pupils was "The Fine Art of Living." j
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CAPT. SHERMAN DEAD

Superintendent

Of

1S DRILLING FOR OIL

Light

house Service Sudden Vic-

tim Of Heart Disease

Down In Mississippi Alfred S. Black ls Promoting An
Important Industrial Plant

KNOXCOUjNTY W.C.T.l
------'
Annual Convention In Union

Tomorrow Will Be Of An
Interesting Order

Tire Knox County W.C.T.U. is get
Everybody connected with, or in
Alfred 8 Black, former Rockland I the stake on the Jones County locaterested tn the Lighthouse Service resident, to whom Knox County tlon. NE of 8E. Section 24, Town ting along ln years, tomorrow’s con
was shocked to learn of the sudden owes the fact that lt is the possessor ship 7. Range 13, known as the Wat vention in Union being its 46th.
The sessions, all- on standard time,
death of Capt. Cbrl E. Sherman of New England's only cement mill, son property six miles southwest of
which took place at his home ln has been for several years a resident Ellisville, and the 120-foot derrick 1 provide this program:
Morning—10, devotional service.
South Portland Sunday. The de of Mississippi where hls endeavors to was completed this morning.
"The heaviest drilling rig east of Mis. Claia Wallace; 10 15. address ot
Interest capital in the production of
ceased was 56, had been superin
oil have seen persistence rewarded. the Mississippi River is expected to
welcome, response, Miss Margaret
tendent of the First District 22 years.
The Progress-Item, a newspaper arrive by Saturday or Monday next
Capt. Sherman spent 39 years ln published ln Ellisville. Mo., had this and operations will be continued as Ciar.don; roll call of officers and dithe United States Lighthouse Serv- to say about the new plant In Its Issue rapidly as possible. The drilling l colors, appointment of committees,
) Ice. entering when he was but 14, of May 18:
equipment Is capable of reaching a minutes of last convention, greetings
when he left hls Round Pond home
After dwelling briefly upon the fine
"Alfred S. Black, who has been In depth of 6000 feet or more, but ac from Slate President, Mrs. Althea
j in answer to the call of the sea. He South Mississippi for the past three cording to Mr. Black who was Interart or getting a living, living witn *
worked hls way up through the years where he controls a large viewed by a representative of The O Quimby; The WC.T.U. in Knox
others, living up to the best, and
ranks until in 1911 he was made a amount of acreage both through Progress-Item today, the flrst well'0™"1*' A)cna L' Youn«: mus*' re
living as Ood would have us live. Mr.
I captain and sent to Portland to bc leases and ownership of land, has will probably not be over 3000 or 4000 | Port of corresponding secretary,
Huse addressed the four members
superintendent of this district.
treasurer and auditor and directors,
selected Jones County for the initial feet deep.
of the graduating class as follows:
I He began hls career ln the light- development of oil. Prior to the be
"It Is believed that this Is only the noontide prayer.
: house service on the tender Armerlr ginning of actual drilling operations, beginning of an active drilling camAfternoon—1, executive
board
"In behalf of this community mav
which delivered supplies to light Mr Black did a great deal of geo paign in this territory, and tf any1 meeting; 2. music; report of cxecuI congratulate you upon thc com- j
houses along the Atlantic Coast. physical and geographical work and conctructive results can be obtained' Uve meeting. Mrs. Hope Brewster;
pletion of ycur studies in this timeAfter several years on that ship he expressea himself as having much Ellisville will bc the real center of oil memorial service, report of creden
honored school, a school dear to our
transferred to tenders In the New confidence in production results from production in this State. Although tial committee, duet, Mrs. Ethel Orif
hearts, and that means so much to
Here are the buys and girb who made "The Pilot"
York District and with persistent the Jones County area.
many obstacles and; delays have been fin, Mrs. Lila Burrill; address, Mrs.
North Haven.
Without scholars
-------------------------------------------------------------industry rose to hls position ln the
encountered In getting the area ln Lqra LaMance; election of officers,
"Approximately
100.000
acres
of
there can be no school. Its loyalty ]
The illustrations show The Pilot's year From the alumni department district, which comprised all the land controlled under lease or by shape for major activities, the com report of resolutions committee.
such as yours, and patient continu
Evening—7. worship service, Rev.
One of thc best High School pa- editorial staff, the four graduates we learn that those who received Maine and New Hampshire coast- ownership, are held by Alfred S pany now has great hopes and ambi
ance to the end. that has made this
and the student body The mem- diplomas last- year are located thus: line.
R.
H. Moyle j candle lighting service.
tions
as
to
favorable
results.
Black.
Mrs.
Marie
J
Black,
the
Cen

possible. Moreover the good work ’ pers published in this part of the
In 1897 hls ship was transferred tral Mississippi Oil Land Trust and
Gerald Beverage is attending Unibers of the editorial staff are: Edi
"J. E Hickman, who ls superin Hope Corner Sunday School Boys
that has been done by you. and State is The Pilot, a production of
to thc Navy and he served as lands Mississippi Consolidated Oil Lands tendent and in charge of drilling op and girls; solo. Miss Chrystal Stan
tor-in-chief, Ivaloo Brown '33; assist-1 versity of Maine.
those who have graduated before North Haven students, now in its
man and yeoman until the close of Trust. Mr. Black ls trustee and con- erations has had many years of ley; address. Mrs. LaMance.
the Spanish-American War. when trols both trusts. A drilling and op- actual experience in a number of the
I eighth annual edition. The current
his ship was transferred back to the erating company has recently been larger fields ln Texas. Oklahoma and kinds will soon be on the boom.'
number is dedicated to the advertislighthouse service. From then un organized under the name of Snow- 1 Arkansas, as well as ln Jackson. Miss. Writing under date of June 2 Mr.
| ers who have so faithfully helped
til 1904 he served on the tenders Black Petroleum Oo. with Alfrerd S.
"Naturally everybody will be bene Black states that drilling ls in progj make the Pilot a financial success.
John Rodgers. Larkspur and Cactus Black president arid treasurer, and fited if oil Is found here. Ellisville re’® Hls Rcckland friends express
The leading editorial, by Elinor
and then was promoted to master Mrs. Marie J Black secretary.
will be on the oil section map of the wish that the results will fully
tender on the Daisy and filled thc
Brown '34, states the school this year
"Friday. May 12. Mrs Black drove South Mississippi and business of all Justify hls expectations.
same position later on the Gardenia.
received the honor of being placed on
Cactus, Pansy and Larkspur until
the list of the 10 best magazines pub
1911, when he was transferred to
lished by the smaller schools of the
Portland to take charge of the serv
country. This honor was given by
ice in this district. May 9. 1923. he
the Quill and Scroll Society, an In
[ was commended by the Secretary of
ternational honorary society for High
' Commerce for assistance rendered I
School journalists. "Therefore this
during the floods in the State.
year we intend to try harder than!
During the World War the Navy |
ever to make our paper worthy of be-1
again took over the lighthouse ships I
ing on the honor list,” wrote the
! giving Captain Sherman service ln j
young editorialist, and the issue
the great conflict.
shows how successfully the students
He was bom at Round Pond, son I
have striven.
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge E. I
Other editorials were written bySherman. He is survived by his wife |
Helene V. Reed '34 and Barbara
Rev. Mr. Huse. staunch friend of
Mrs. Reina B Sherman; a daugh- j
Stone '35.
education preached the bacca
! ter. Mrs. Carla Jackson of RockThe literary department contains
laureate sermon
' land; three sisters. Mrs. Maude
the commencement essays by Ivaloo
Butler of Brookline. Mass.. Mrs.'
Brown, Edna R. Calderwood. Donald
Ethel Hanna of Waldoboro and Mrs. ■
you justifies all that the school Witherspoon, and Edythe Cooper,
Eva Masters of Round Pond, and,
ccsts. During the past year gradu and these are supplemented by the
! one brother. Capt. Alonzo W. Sher
ates have been doing excellent work following contributions: "The Oola
man of Pensacola. Fla.
in the schools they have been at Piece," Ivaloo Brown. '33; "The En
tending. Beulah Crockett at the chanted Isle," Mercedes Calderwood.
HATCHET MT. CAMP
Farmington Normal School. Shirley '34: "Spring" <a poem' Elinor Brown;
Grant and Edna Waterman at Nas "Moonlight On the Fresh Pond."
Phil Jones Is Going Right!
son Institute. Carl Thurston gradu Goldie Firth. '36; "The Mouette."
Ahead With His Plans—j
ates this %rek fiom the University Clarence Waterman '34. “Sunset
of Maine. Gerald Beverage of thc Among the Islands Dorothy Bev
Opening Date July 6
University of Maine, my own daugh erage '36.
ter graduates from Pembroke Col
There are alumni contributions
Philip A. Jones, owner and direct
lege. and John Alexander maintain from James A. Lewis of Marion.
or of Hatchet Mountain Camp for I
ing hls exceptional scholastic record Mass.; Edna L. Waterman '32, Shir
Boys at Hope. Maine, announces the
has received from Yale College a ley Grant '32 and Beulah Crockett The graduating class of North Haven High School. They look serious but j opening date this season te to be
fellowship for a year's study abroad. of the Farmington Normal School.
they’re a truly happy group
®In business, in teaching and other Mr. Lewis tells of Gen. Grant's visit __________________________________________________________________ j Although the schedule will not;
lines cf activity Alumni and Alum to North Haven Aug 15. 1873. supple
ant editor, Elinor Brown '34; busiEdna Waterman is attending Nas- vary materially from past years, DI- j
nae are giving a good account of menting his interesting story with nees manager. Jasper Beverage '34; son Institute. Springvale,
rector Jones Is making interesting j
themselves. Yours the job begin this paragraph:
assistant manager, Clarence WaterShirley Grant is attending Nasson plans tor thia summer's program.
ning this week to keep up this splen
"It is not my intention to give a man '34; literary editor, Mercedes Ir-titute.
Those acquainted with his work as J
did record.
full account of the visit of President calderwood 34; alumni editor, Edna
Beulah Crockett is attending Instructor of physical education and
“As the days come and go I can Grant to North Haven. Such ac Calderwcod '33; assistant alumni Farmirgton Normal School.
coach of athletics tn private and pub
assure you there will come an m- counts may be obtained of Herman editor, Edith Cooper '33; joke editor
Alice Nutt is working tn Cam lic schools, and more recently as
creasing sens', of gratitude to North Crockett who has the newspaper Pau! Brown '35, exchange editor. bridge. Mass.
Freshman coach of football at the
Haven for maintaining this school, statements in his possession., and Baibara Stone 35: diary editor,
For.ald Gillis is living at North University of Maine, know that he
and to Principal Roger Danforth also souvenirs obtained by Mr and Ruth Reed 34; senior class editor.
is well fitted to offer expert guid
Haven
and his assistant Miss Buzzell for Mrs Nelson Mullen at the time. My
Donald Witherspoon '33; Junior class
Wendall Howard is working at ance in these phases of camp life.
their instruction and friendship. 1 onlythought in thematter is that editor, Helen Reed '34; sophomore North Haven.
The success of Hatchet Mountain ’
Air View of Disastrous Forest Fire
Your motto is an unique one. With it is fittingandproper thatthe High class editor, Alexander Withcispoon
Jeanette Crockett is in training at Camp has proved that Director Jones
the ropes of the past ring the bells School paper, the only publication in '35; fre. “.man class editor. Doris Overlook Hospital, Summit. N. J.
is unusually well qualified for the
•
*
of the future.' May we not trans North Haven, should contain a brief Brown '36.
Mabe lie Bray is living In North ever important work of training boys.
late this by saying, learning the les reminder of this important event."
Mrs Jones, who assists with the gen
Where are the graduates of yester- Haven.
son of life from the past with Its
eral management of the camp, has
experiences iU successes, its failures Hlgh school boy te to become a man law in their respective boats carried after by Mrs Butler, correspondent won the heart of every boy who has
who<c increasing knowledge ring J of honor and achievement.'
been fortunate enough to enjoy the
groups to Rockland Saturday.
for thc Press Herald.
the bells for thc future, harmony
Heroic statutes, these that live.
Juniqr Anderson returned Satur-! Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Woodman left life offered at Hatchet Mountain and
And to each boy speak loud and give
bells, bells in tune, joy- bells for a
Ideals, to set the soul on lire.
day fo Dover-Foxcroft to attend the Saturday on the Westport for Boston, has the greatest admiration of the
better, brighter, happier and a more
With purpose true and strong desire
I
graduation exercises of Foxcroft They attend Che commencement of campers parents for her tact and
prosperous world.
Mankind ln upward struggle calls.
Academy His brother Wendall grad Boston University where their son skill ln solving the many problems
To those who go forth from these
"When I was a boy in the Eng
Arthur graduates with a B S. degree, that are bound to present themselves.
halls;
uates with very high honors.
lish High School. Boston, there
Come! Lend your aid that we may
Former camp members and friends
Mrs. Lottie Beverage is at the U. of | having finished also one year ln hls
build.
were two boys there Albert H Wig
will be pleased to lcaiji that the staff
The Ufe and order Ood hath willed
M. this week to attend commence medical course.
gin and Charles Hayden. These i
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker left Sat Ls to remain very much the same as
Where error clouds the mind of nun
ment. Among the graduates ls her
boys have become outstanding men i And shadows the diviner plan;
urday
on the Westport for Rockland, In past seasons and that Carion W.
giandson
Carl
Thurston
in the realm of banking and finance. . Be thou a beacon light to lead.
from
whence
with Judson Dyer they Pay. principal of the Albert Edgar
Where truth Is found ln finer creed.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Samp-on left
Each of them has given a statue to |
Angler School ln Waban. Mass, Is to
go
on
a
visit
to
New Jersey.
thou the chains by which are
Saturday morning for Che U. of M. to
the school, that greets thc eye of' Break
return as assistant director
bound.
In
going
from
the
ohurch
Thursday
attend the commencement exercises
every one entering the school, and j The dispossessed wherever found;
night, Chester Dyer lost the mouth
Stand firm for Justice, right and law.
Sunday and through tihe week.
GOOD CITIZENSHIP MEDALS
that brings a message of inspira
And build thc world for peace not
war.
Friends ot Gerald Beverage arc piece to his tuba. If found its return
tion and purpose lo every scholar
Thomaston and Camden Eighth
sorry to learn of his being at Knox will be appreciated.
attending that .ehool. One of these ' Be men who seek the common good
With hearts aflame for brotherhood.
Grade Girls Are Thelr Winners
Hospital
for
an
operation
necessitat

statues represents a knight ill
Then wlll mankind thy debtor be.
But, of course, lt isn't Communism
ing
hLs
stay
for
some
two
weeks
or
And
deeda
sublime
thy
memory.
offering
armor
protection to a
when we tax all of us to pay the debts The good citizenship medal pre
youth who represents humanity.! "This is the fine art of living. more. Reports are that he is doing
sented by the Knox County Chapter
of
a few of us.—Macon News.
well. At Uie University of Maine this
Thc second statue represents religion Make it yours.”
of the Sons of the American Revolu
past
year
he
has
made
a
fine
record.
and learning summoning youth to The processional and recessional
tion, to pupils of the 8th grade ln
A JUNE MORNING
live up lo thc best that is in him, and with Elston Beverage as marshal “k'n? the Dean's list, maintaining
Rockland, Camden and Thomaston,
hls
high
marks
at
the
North
Haven
the best that life has lo offer. Thc made a very impressive sight.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
was won ln Thomaston by Miss
High School.
• • • »
There are bees now softly humming
Inscription upon thc one Ls 'Service
Genevieve Bradlee. The presenta
In
a
blossom
laden
vine.
Rev and Mr H. F. Huse lcti Tues And a fragrance sweet is wafted
Friday night in Calderwood's hall
to mankind is honor and achieve
tion was made at the school Thurs
where roses richly twine.
ment.’ Tlie inscription upon the the play "Happy Valley" was pre day night on thp Southport enroute A From
day by Edward K. Oould, pas: State
bird ls gayly singing
In a lofty poplar tree.
second is ‘The aim of every English sented by a local group, assisted by for Boston and Providence. Their
president of thc Maine Society. Miss
And thc herd we hear ls lowing
the Paton Dyer orchestra. Owing to 1 daughter Miss Marjorie Huse graduIn a clover-scented lea
Bradlee is the first pupil In Thom
thc heavy thunder storm that came a*€S front Pembroke College, Brown
49-11
aston to win this medal. The Cam
There are swallows skyward flying
up between 7 and 8.30 the attendance University, June 19.
From thelr flight across the ground;
den winner ls Carolyn Hopkins and
Laden bees arc bringing honey
was not as large as otherwise would j Not lor a long time jnu the island
there will be a formal presentation
From thelr long and ceaseless round;
have been. It was a very creditable , witnessed such an electrical display There's a sound of bright brook
of the medal to her on Flag Day, by j
splashing
performance, and all those taking part as that of last Friday night. The
As It flows from yonder hill.
John L. Tewksbury of Camden. State
And the lazy drone of Insects
have every encouragement to keep up very heavens seemed to crack open
President of the Maine Society,
. Comes on air so sweetly still.
this
dramatic
interest.
Those
making
and
pour
out
streams
of
liquid
flre.
8. A. R.
Specialize »n Chimes and French
up the cast were Mr. and Mrs. Ira Cur- Lightr ing struck out by the Lobley Dewdrops sparkle In the sunshine.
Clocks
On the grass and flowers fair,
GREAT
NORTHERN
PAPER
COMPANY
All Work Guaranteed
tls, Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Snow. Mrs., home. It also struck so near the Bev-1 And a coolness sweet, refreshing.
There’s one way to disarm gang
Lingers on the balmy air;
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Francis Lipovsky, Carlton Snow and erage tarm that Mrs. Anna Beverage Lovely June ls giving promise
sters. Let the wife of a machine-gun
Jeweler
MILLINOCKET,
MAINE
Of a rich and fruitful ycar
felt the shock in her arm.
Harvey Calderwood.
victim win a 850,000 suit against the
Now Located at
As she spreads her wondrous bounty
Goldie MacDonald, Merle Mills,
During the absence of Mr Huse the
All about us far and near.
firm that provided the gun—Jfew
Hl’STON-TUTTLE BOOK STOKE
Cora Estelle Waldron.
404 Main Street
Rockland Elmer Carver and Maynard Green- North Haven notes will be looked
Bedford Times.
Portland.

PROTECT MAINE FORESTS

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Since our last fire warning was published,
Maine has been favored with a reasonably
good rainfall.
This is encouraging, but will not dispose of the
problem. A few days of warm wind will again
bring about a dangerous situation.
The accompanying photograph may serve as a
reminder of what happened only two weeks
ago, and what is likely to happen again.
1
’
There is only one safe principle of conduct in
regard to fires—be careful, and do not
let them start.

